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Abstract
High Contrast Gratings for Optical Sensing

by

Tianbo Sun

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Constance J. Chang-Hasnain, Chair

Integrated optoelectronics has seen its rapid development in the past decades. It has been
expanded to many emerging applications beyond optical communication, including
environmental sensing, healthcare and remote sensing, etc. This revolutionary progress
greatly benefits from device level innovation.
High contrast gratings (HCG) is an emerging element in integrated optoelectronics.
Compared to the other elements, HCG has a very rich properties and design flexibility.
Two most extraordinary properties of HCG are broadband reflectivity and high quality
factor resonance, which are highly desired to solve current challenges in the
aforementioned applications.
In this dissertation, we will explore the physical origins of the extraordinary
features of HCG, and discuss its applications in optical sensing. Various device innovation
for optical sensing, such as HCG slow light hollow-core waveguide for gas sensing, HCG
resonator for bio-medical sensing, flexible surface plasma sensor , fast optical phase array
and HCG-graphene spatial light modulator for remoting sensing are demonstrated with
HCG as the enabling elements. With this breadth of functionality, HCG demonstrate itself
as a promising platform for integrated optical sensing.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction to High Contrast Grating
Optical gratings are fundamental devices with a long history. In the 1600s, James Gregory
first discovered gratings by observing the diffraction of light through a bird’s feather [1].
Since then, gratings have become an important components of many optical systems (i.e.
grating coupler, monochromators, spectrometers and filters, etc.). Normally, traditional
gratings are simply divided into two regimes: the diffraction grating regime, where the
grating period (Λ) is larger than the input wavelength (𝜆); and the deep-subwavelength
regime, where the grating period is much smaller than the input wavelength [2, 3]. However,
there is a third, relatively less studied regime, where grating period is between the input
wavelength inside grating material and inside surrounding media. In this special
subwavelength regime, gratings behaves differently and exhibits many extraordinary
features [4-26]. Recently, our group discovered a new near-wavelength grating structure in
which the high-index medium is surrounded by low-index materials, refereed as a highcontrast gratings (HCG) [4-26], shown in Figure 1. 1. Among all the extraordinary features
enabled by high contrast gratings structure, two are worth mentioning and serve as
fundamental blocks for many devices described in this thesis. One is ultrabroadband high
reflectivity (>98.5% over a wavelength range of Δ𝜆/𝜆 >35%). Another feature is highquality-factor resonance inside grating layer (Quality factor (Q) >108 can be obtained from
design). The high index contrast, and subwavelength periodicity are two key features
differentiated it from other gratings which are etched on a high index substrate without the
additional index at the exiting plane and usually operate at diffraction regime. With these
unexpected properties, HCGs establish a new platform for integrated optics and optical
sensing.

1

Figure 1. 1 Three operation region for gratings. High contrast grating operates at
the near subwavelength regime. And only allows 0th order
reflection/transmission.

1.2 Optical Sensing
In recent years, sensor has been widely used in many applications including industrial and
daily-life applications. A growing number of industrial applications has been demonstrated,
which run from process control to safety and security improvement, transportation,
environment, structural failure monitoring and food quality. Also, sensors for health care,
climate control and indoor detection of toxic substances are attracting more and more
attentions and starting to appear in people’s daily life [27].
Optical sensor has many unique properties which make itself a strong candidate for
these existing and emerging applications. First, using light as a probe, optical sensor
usually offers higher sensitivity to small changes in the surroundings. Secondly, there is a
strong decrease in the price of most optical components, partially benefitting from the
increasing diffusion of low-cost optical telecommunication components. Thirdly, recent
progress in integrated photonics allows easy integration of many optical devices, together
with microfluidic or electrical system, into one chip, which greatly increase the
manufacturing ability and reduce the cost for single unit.
According to the analysis from the Optoelectronics Industry Development
Association (USA), the market for optical sensors alone for 2010 exceeds 5 billion dollars,
shown in Figure 1. 2. And this number is continuously increasing with new applications
and new markets showing up every year [27].
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Figure 1. 2 Optical Sensor Market Shares in 2010 (From Optoelectronics
Industry Development Association (USA)).

1.3 Dissertation Overview
Motivated by the extraordinary features of HCG and its huge potential in integrated
optoelectronics, this dissertation devotes to demonstrating HCG as a platform for optical
sensing.
In Chapter 2, we will briefly discuss the unique features of HCG, and the physical
origins of these properties. We show that HCG can be easily designed using simple
guidelines, rather than requiring heavy numerical simulation through the parameter space.
Using top-down design algorithm, HCG can be designed to be a broadband high reflective
mirror and high-quality factor resonator. The subsequent chapters explore various
applications of HCG.
Chapter 3 reports a novel slow light hollow waveguide using HCG. The hollow
waveguide using four HCG reflectors is designed, optimized and fabricated for slow light
operation. Three dimensional light guiding and slow light effect are experimentally
demonstrated. Propagation loss of 2dB/cm and slowing down factor ~5 are observed in the
experiment. These experiments set up a slow light hollow waveguide platform, where
compact gas/liquid sensors can be enabled. In particular, comparing with traditional
guided-wave optical sensor, HCG slow light hollow waveguide sensor offers stronger
light-mater interaction and unique structure for rapid detection. All these advantages make
itself a promising platform for on-chip gas sensor.
Chapter 4 reveals HCG, an ultra-thin layer (~ a few hundred nm) of semiconductor
gratings, can be designed to generate strong resonance inside the thin grating layer. Unique
resonance pattern of HCG resonators increases the light interaction with surrounding and
also provide direct and efficient coupling with off-chip light source. In this chapter, we
focus on demonstrating HCG resonator as platform for rapid and label-free detection of
protein biomarkers in the following aspects: Scalable manufacture together with simple
test setup enables the device as low-cost point of care solution. A complementary antirabbit/rabbit IgG are used to generate thermodynamic and kinetic data. In addition, the
device is used to detect serum cardiac troponin I, a biomarker of cardiac disease to
100pg/ml (0.004nM) within 4 minutes, which is faster, easier than and as sensitive as
current assays and demonstrates the potential as a point of care device in clinical
applications. Furthermore, to meet the demand of wearable devices in various applications
of healthcare, we explore the possibility of combining surface plasma with HCG to
construct flexible biosensor platform,
In chapter 5, we focused on spatial light modulator for remote sensing application.
First, an optical phased array using HCG all-pass filter is investigated. The all-pass-filter
provides an efficient mechanism for phase tuning. Fast (MHz) optical beam steering using
this phased array is experimentally demonstrated. Secondly, to further increase the
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operation speed, a novel HCG-graphene spatial light modulator are demonstrated. One
atomic layer Graphene is integrated with HCG resonator, where graphene absorption is
tunable through applied voltage, and HCG resonator amplifies the absorption by the times
of resonance quality factor. 12dB modulation depth is achieved within 2V and potentially
GHz modulation speed is expected with simple geometry optimization.
Chapter 6 summaries the dissertation and discuss the outlook and future work for
the further development of using HCG as optical sensor platform.
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Chapter 2 High Contrast Grating
Basics
2.1 Introduction
To better understand the physics behind HCG, we will explore the origin of these
extraordinary properties. First, we can divide the space into three regions, separated by the
HCG input plane z = 0 and output/exit plane z = 𝑡𝑔 . In region I, z < 0, there are incoming
plane wave and reflected waves. In region II, 0 < z < 𝑡𝑔 , the solutions are modes of a
periodic array of slab waveguides. In region III, z > 𝑡𝑔 , there exist only the transmitted
waves [10]. This is shown in Figure 2. 1.

Figure 2. 1 Schematic showing that three regions are divided to solve HCG
analytically.
The waveguide array structure in the x direction allows several propagating modes
in region II. These modes are orthogonal and don’t interact with each other while
propagating. When the propagating modes meet the boundaries in the z direction (namely
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the z = 0 and z = 𝑡𝑔 planes), these modes are confined and thus a cavity is formed in z
direction. At these boundary planes, these array waveguide modes can couple to the plane
waves in region I and II, and also can couple into each other due to abrupt change in
boundaries. When these modes are modes interfere with each other at the input/output
planes, interesting phenomena will happen. From the perspective of a cavity, we can
envision that 𝜙 and 𝜌 matrices dominantly determine the HCG properties, where 𝜙the
propagation is factor for the modes inside regime II and 𝜌 is the coupling matrix at the
boundaries planes. Similar to a simple FP cavity, HCG support a self-sustainable mode
(represented by a vector C) which satisfies the round-trip condition inside the cavity (region
II in Figure 2. 1), thus:
C = ρφρφC.

(2.1)

There are three unknowns inside Eq. (2.1), thus we need two more boundary condition to
solve it: Plane wave in region I couples into C at the input plane; and C couples into plane
wave (including higher order evanescent mode) in region II. These two boundary
conditions together with Eq. (2.1) give us full solution to HCG structure.
Next, we plot the reflectivity of HCG as a contour map as function of wavelength
and grating thickness (both parameters are normalized by period Λ) for a surface-normal
incident TE-polarized light onto the HCG (TM polarization slightly different pattern,
however similar principle). A well-organized ‘checkboard’ pattern is clearly shown in the
dual-mode regime. White dashed lines outline the HCG modes (C) predicated using Eq.
(2.1). We note that half of the ‘checkboard’ space shows high reflectivity (dark red in the
color map). Also there is region where sharp transition in reflection happens at the joint
point of each checkboard, indicating a strong resonance. We will devote this chapter to
briefly discuss the physics behind these two important features. They will become the
building fundament ion for all the device discussed in this thesis. We won’t go through any
detail of the analytical treatment here since it is beyond the scope of this thesis. Reference
10 provide a thorough review on this problem.
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Figure 2. 2 Contour map shows HCG reflection as function of input wavelength
𝜆 and grating thickness 𝑡𝑔 (both parameters are normalized b the grating period
Λ). White dashed lines outline the HCG modes (C) predicated using Eq. (2.1).
Dual-modes region is where all the interesting phenomena - broadband reflection
and high-Q resonance happen.

2.2 HCG broadband reflector
As we discussed in the previous paragraph, the HCG can be designed to exhibit a wide
dual-mode regime. Intuitively, if the two modes have complete destructive interference at
the HCG output plane, the transmission will then vanish, yielding 100% reflectivity. This
is clearly proven by comparing the reflection map with map showing the phase different
between the two modes. It is seen that the ‘checker-board’ pattern aligns well with the two
modes’ phase difference contour. When the phase difference equaling 𝜋, they tend to
cancel each other in the transmission, yielding a high reflection. At the two modes’ region,
except at the resonance lines where the input plane wave is strongly coupled into one of
the modes. Thus the two modes’ phase difference dominantly determines the reflectivity
contour. Again for more detailed analysis, please find more information in reference 10.
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Figure 2. 3 Reflectivity contour plot compared with the two modes’ DCcomponent “phase difference” at the HCG output plane. (a) HCG reflection as
function of input wavelength 𝜆 and grating thickness 𝑡𝑔 . (b) Phase difference
between two modes as function of input wavelength 𝜆 and grating thickness 𝑡𝑔 .

2.3 HCG high quality factor resonator
Unlike other gratings, HCG devices have high refractive index contrast at both the entrance
and exit planes. The large refractive index contrast between the grating plane and its
surrounding results in a strong coupling between grating modes at both exit and entrance
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boundaries. By choosing appropriate grating period and duty cycle, a HCG design
supporting only two modes can easily be obtained. Next with the right thickness, these
two grating modes can be made to interfere constructively at the entrance and exit
boundaries, resulting in a high-Q resonator with light propagating in the direction normal
to the grating plane [20, 25]. We summarize the basic principle in the following: Eq. (2.1)
provides an intuitive illustration of the resonance nature. Each self-sustainable modes
defined in Eq. (2.1) will have an intrinsic Q associated, and this can be calculated a general
formula:
𝑄=

2𝜋𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑔
𝜆

𝑟

|1−𝑟 2 |.

(2.2)

where tg is the thickness of the grating, λ is the wavelength of the incident light, ng is the
group index, and r represents the eigenvalues of matrix ρφ. The supermode with highest Q
will dominate and represent the Q value of the entire structure [16]. In Figure 2. 4, we show
that high Q resonance happen when there is two mode anti-crossing. Left bottom figure
show the mode pattern of a high Q resonance, in which case, resonance happen in the
vertical direction along the grating thickness. Intensity enhancement is on the order of 107 ,
indicating a super high Q resonance.

Figure 2. 4 High Q resonance happen when there is two mode anti-crossing. Left
bottom figure show the mode pattern of a high Q resonance, in which case,
resonance happen in the vertical direction along the grating thickness. Intensity
enhancement is on the order of 107 , indicating a super high Q resonance.
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Chapter 3 Slow Light Hollow
Waveguide for Optical Gas Sensor
3.1 Introduction
Conventional light guiding is usually achieved by index guiding, where light is confined
inside a high-refractive-index solid core surrounded by low-refractive-index cladding.
However, many emerging applications including mid-IR laser surgery [28], gas-based
nonlinear optics [29, 30] and gas/fluid sensing [31-35] require the opposite scheme:
guiding light through a hollow core waveguide (HCW) [36]. In particular, the hollow core
simultaneously serves as channel for light and substance to be probed with the light, greatly
increasing light-mater interaction and enabling a compact and sensitive detection platform.
Recently, chip-scale hollow core waveguides sensors have received intense investigation
due to both their potential for integration with electric/photonic circuits and their scalable,
cost-effective manufacturability [37, 38, 39].
Highly reflective mirrors are essential to realize low-loss HCWs. Various on-chip
HCWs have been reported, using ant resonant reflecting, metallic shells, distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBRs) and photonic crystal (PhCs) as reflectors [40]. However, high optical
loss due to the reflectors’ insufficient reflectivity limits the uses of the aforementioned
HCW.
From the discussion in Chapter 2, we can see that high contrast gratings (HCG)
offer a broadband high reflectivity for both surface-normal and oblique incident light [10].
In this work, we propose a novel design of low-loss hollow-core waveguides using HCG
as reflector. Additionally, leveraging the strong phase dispersion [12], an HCG hollow core
waveguide (HCG-HCW) can produce a large group velocity reduction. We report a twodimensional (2D) slab HCG-HCW design with loss ~ 0.1dB/cm and group velocity 𝑣𝑔 ~
c/80. Furthermore, we expand our model to three-dimensional cases by modeling
waveguiding and slow light phenomena inside a 3D HCG-HCW. The structures we
propose here are superior in sensing applications for the following reasons: first, slow light
propagation significantly increases the light-matter interaction [41, 42] per unit length,
which enables more compact integration; second, gas molecules can be flown into the
waveguide from the side openings instead of from the two ends of the waveguide. Dynamic
detection speed may benefit from this by orders of magnitude.

3.2 Two Dimensional HCG-HCW: Basic Concept
A high-contrast grating (HCG) consists of a single layer of sub-wavelength grating with a
high refractive index (e.g. Si or III-V compound), fully surrounded by low-index materials
(e.g. air or oxide). It has been demonstrated to be a broad bandwidth high reflection mirror
both at the normal incidence angle and glancing angles. 2D HCG-HCW can be viewed by
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a simple picture of ray optics: light is guided by zig-zag reflections between two parallel
HCG reflectors, shown in Figure 3. 1. The hollow “core” size of the waveguide is the
separation of two HCG reflectors, d. Each HCG reflector is characterized by following
parameters: thickness tg, grating period Λ and duty cycle η. The duty cycle is the ratio of
bar width to grating period. These parameters determine the reflection of HCG.

Figure 3. 1 Schematic of 1D HCG-HCW. Grating thickness tg, period Λ and duty
cycle η determine the reflection response, phase response ΦHCG, which in turn
determine the loss and modal dispersion. In an HCG-HCW, light travels by zigzag reflections at the parallel reflectors (HCG in this case).
In the 2D case, the waveguide modes are described with the round-trip condition in x
direction shown below:
𝜔 2

𝑑 × √( 𝑐 ) − 𝑘𝑧2 + 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 = 𝑚𝜋

(3.1)

where 𝜔 is the angular frequency of the light, 𝑘𝑧 is the z component (z direction in Figure
3. 1) of the 𝑘 vector, and 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 (𝜔, 𝑘𝑧 ) is the phase change upon reflection at the HCG. The
phase change strongly depends on both 𝜔 and 𝑘𝑧 ; m indicates different orders of transverse
mode in x direction. The propagation loss and the effective mode index are then calculated
using the following formulae [22]:
𝑑𝐵

𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 [ ] = 10 log10 𝑅(𝜔, 𝑘𝑧 ) ∙ √𝜔 2 − 𝑐 2 𝑘𝑧2 /(𝑑 ∙ 𝑘𝑧 ∙ 𝑐)
𝑚

𝑘

𝑚𝜋−𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 2

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘𝑧 = 1/√(
0

𝑘𝑧 𝑑

) +1

(3.2)
(3.3)

The modal group index (defined as c/vg ) then can be written as the following:
𝑛𝑔 = 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝜔 ∙

𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝜔

= 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 +

𝜔(𝑚𝜋−𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 ) 3 𝜕𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜕𝜔
(𝑘𝑧 𝑑)2

(3.4)
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Eq. (3.1) indicates that the waveguide loss is logarithmically dependent on the HCG
reflection. Thus designing a highly reflective HCG is crucial to achieving a low-loss HCGHCW. Also, from Eq. (3.4), we notice that the group index is proportional to HCG phase
dispersion 𝜕𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 /𝜕𝜔. Therefore, by utilizing the strong phase dispersion from the HCG's
reflection, we can extensively manipulate the group velocity for a certain waveguide mode
while maintaining the extremely high reflectivity of the HCG. This enables a new, lowloss approach for on-chip slow light propagation.

3.3 Two Dimensional HCG-HCW: Low Loss Slow Light
In this section, we discuss our intuitive design algorithm for achieving low loss slow light
inside a 2D HCG-HCW based on Eq. (3.1) to (3.4) above. We use rigorous coupled mode
analysis (RCWA) to calculate the HCG reflection coefficient 𝑅(𝜔, 𝑘) and phase 𝜙(𝜔, 𝑘)
as functions of various wave vectors (𝑘) and frequency (𝜔). First, ideal metal hollow-core
waveguide dispersion curves are plotted as reference in Figure 3. 2 (a). Here we use perfect
electric conductors (PEC) as reflectors and set the reflection phase 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 = 0 for all
frequencies. The same metal dispersion curves are also reproduced in Figure 3. 2 (b) to
serve as general guidelines and for comparison with the HCG modes. Figure 3. 2 (b) shows
the 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 diagram for various waveguide modes in a HCG-HCW, each shown by a distinct
blue curve. The HCG-HCW modes significantly deviate from the metal-waveguide modes
due to the large HCG phase dispersion 𝜕𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 /𝜕𝜔. In Figure 3. 2 (b), we also plot the HCG
reflection phase 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 (𝜔, 𝑘𝑧 ) as a color contour plot in the background. When the HCG
reflection phase 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 (𝜔, 𝑘𝑧 ) is equal to 0 or π, the HCG-HCW’s 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 line intersects with
metal-waveguide mode line (the white and yellow circles in Figure 3. 2 (b)). This means
that the mode of HCG-HCW is the same as that of an ideal metal-waveguide at these points,
since when 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 (𝜔, 𝑘𝑧 ) equals to 0 or π, the HCG acts just like a metal mirror. However,
when 𝜙𝐻𝐶𝐺 (𝜔, 𝑘𝑧 ) is not equal to 0 or π, the HCG 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 curve deviates from the metalwaveguide line. It intersects with the next metal-waveguide mode only when the
accumulated phase is equal to π. In essence, with the extra HCG phase dispersion, the
HCG-HCW 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 line connects two neighboring metal-waveguide lines. This effectively
makes the mode transit to a lower modal number. This transition introduces a region of the
𝜔-𝑘𝑧 curve with a flattened slope, indicating a reduced group velocity.
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Figure 3. 2 (a) The dispersion relationship (𝜔-𝑘𝑧 diagram) of metal cladding
HCW with a core size d=3μm. (b) The dispersion relationship of HCG HCW
(shown as blue curves) compared with that of the perfect electrical conductor
waveguide (shown as black curves). The background color shows the additional
phase shift provided by HCG reflectors. Mode transition for two HCG-HCW
modes happens between two adjacent PEC modes with phase accumulation equal
to π.
Above, we studied the origins of slow light inside HCG-HCW. The advantage of using
HCG for slow light HCW is shown in its design flexibility, where loss and group velocity
can be optimized separately. On one hand, designing a slow light waveguide is very
intuitive: the strong HCG reflection phase dispersion causes mode transition, where the
flattened dispersion curve represents a reduced group velocity. In addition, it can be seen
from Figure 3. 3 (a)-(c) that by reducing the core size d, the metal-waveguide lines can be
pushed apart. This can lead to a larger range of flat slope in HCG-HCW 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 curve or a
reduced group velocity. The explanation can also be seen from Eq. (3.4): in general, the
smaller d in the denominator will lead to a larger group index. On the other hand, the
reflectivity of the HCG is mainly determined by its dimensions and thus remains relatively
unchanged when d is varied. These two degrees of freedom (HCG dimensions and core
size d) allow us to find a highly reflective HCG design with the large phase dispersion
needed to achieve low-loss slow light. In Figure 3. 3 (a)-(c), we show the HCG 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 curves
overlapping with a background representing the HCG’s reflectivity. When the HCG-HCW
dispersion curves intersect with the HCG’s high reflectivity regions (shown in red), the
mode will be strongly confined inside the hollow core by the HCG reflector. This leads to
low loss propagation. Figure 3. 3 (a)-(c) serves as a graphical design example that shows
how we decrease the core size from 3 μm to 1μm in order to shift the first order 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 curve
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flat and align it with the HCG design for a highly reflective HCG. HCG dimensions in
these cases are the same.

Figure 3. 3 The optimization of the waveguide loss and reduced group velocity by
changing the core size d. The background color indicates the reflection of the
HCG reflectors. When the ω-𝛽 intersects with the red region, the mode inside the
hollow core is bounded by the HCG reflectors. (a) ω- β line for a HCG-HCW with
core size d = 3μm (b) core size d = 2μm (c) core size d = 1μm.
Fundamental mode inside a 100 µm length waveguide operating at optimized design
region in Figure 3. 3 (c) is shown in Figure 3. 4. Light (intensity shown as red) is travelling
inside the air core bounded by the two HCG reflectors (shown as white dashed line). Figure
3. 5 (a) shows the calculated loss, group index and group velocity dispersion as functions
of frequency. The waveguide has a bandwidth over 120 GHz with loss <0.1 dB/cm and
group index ~100. Pulse propagation simulation using FDTD method is shown in Figure
3. 5 (b), in which a 3ps pulse is launched into the waveguide. The pulse shape and position
are monitored along the propagation direction at different time slices. Minor pulse shape
dispersion is observed after 100 μ m propagation, indicating a small second-order
dispersion. The waveguide dimensions for this design are: HCG period 0.77 μm, duty cycle
~0.5, HCG thickness 1.51 μm and air core size d 1.1 μm.
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Figure 3. 4 FDTD simulation for 2D HCG waveguide operating with fundamental
mode. White dashed line illustrates the HCG waveguide region. Light is mainly
confined inside the hollow core.

Figure 3. 5 FDTD simulation for 2D HCG waveguide. (a) Loss, group index and
group dispersion analysis for the 2D HCG-HCW. Within a bandwidth of 120GHz,
the loss is < 0.1dB/cm and group delay is >100 (b) 5ps pulse propagation along
the waveguide at different time slices.
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3.4 Three Dimensional HCG-HCW: Wave Guiding
and Slow Light
The 2D HCG-HCW shows great potential for low-loss chip-scale slow light devices.
However, lateral confinement is needed for practical applications. Here we investigate a
novel 3D HCG-HCW structure, where the HCG provides both lateral and transverse
confinement. Figure 3. 6 (a) shows a schematic for our waveguide structure. It consists of
a series of Si frames, looking like a “cage” for light. As we can see, the HCG “cage”
waveguide has a periodic structure along the propagation direction. Thus, the traditional
FEM (Finite Element Method) mode solver for waveguide eigenmode analysis cannot be
applied here, as FEM requires the structure to be uniform along the propagation direction.
Therefore, we introduce a simple method here for achieving a better understanding and
also for providing intuitive design guidance. To simplify the problem, we start with a large
hollow core size: Light propagating inside a large waveguide core hits the HCG at a nearly
glazing angle; in this case, the HCG reflection phase is almost 𝜋 . Under these two
assumptions, we can use the following two equations to model the light inside the
waveguide:
𝑘𝑥 𝑑 + 𝜋 = 𝑚𝜋

(3.5a)

𝑘𝑦 𝑑 + 𝜋 = 𝑛𝜋

(3.5b)

Then the effective angles for the guided mode can be seen as:
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 𝑘𝑦 /𝑘0
𝑘

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙 = 𝑘𝑥
𝑧

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 ′ = 𝑘𝑥 /𝑘0
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜙 ′ = 𝑘𝑥 /𝑘𝑧

(3.6)

where (𝜃, 𝜙) are the effective angles for the light incident upon top and bottom gratings,
and (𝜃 ′ , 𝜙 ′ ) are the effective angles for the confined light incident upon left and right
gratings. The HCGs are then designed to be highly reflective at these angles. In Eqn. (3.5),
m and n represent mode number in the x and y directions, respectively.
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Figure 3. 6 (a) The schematic for 3D “cage” HCG-HCW. (b) The mode profile at
the cross section of the waveguide with core size 10𝜇m x 8𝜇m. The white box
indicates the area of Si grating. (c) The beam profile in the lateral and transverse
directions. The cosine shape of the profile, resembling that of a metal waveguide,
indicates that the mode is not formed by index guiding. 𝐸𝑥 and 𝐸𝑦 are intensity
profiles along the x and y directions in (a). (d) Loss spectrum for HCG “cage”
waveguide with a 10𝜇m x 8𝜇m core. Lowest loss can be below 0.05dB/cm.
We start with core size 𝑑𝑥 = 10μm and 𝑑𝑦 = 8μm (roughly matching fiber core size).
Then, the grating parameters are calculated for high reflection under the incident angles
from Eqn. (3.5) and (3.6), as following: period Λ = 700nm, duty cycle η = 45.28%, topbottom grating thickness tg = 400nm and left-right grating thickness tg = 600nm. These
parameters lead to a low loss waveguide operating with fundamental mode. FDTD
simulation is performed to verify the results. In Figure 3. 6 (b), we show the intrinsic mode
supported by the “cage” 3D HCG-HCW. White dashed lines indicate the boundary of the
Si frame. The majority of the guided light is tightly confined inside the air core by HCG
reflection. Beam profiles in the X and Y directions are shown in Figure 3. 6 (c) as 𝐸𝑥
and 𝐸𝑦 . The cosine shape of the profile indicates that that mode is guided by waveguide
“wall” reflection instead of index difference. The net propagation loss is extracted by
monitoring the transmission power at the beginning and the end of a 500μm length
waveguide shown in the Figure 3. 6 (d). The lowest loss is less than 0.05dB/cm at around
1.554 μm in FDTD simulation.
Next, we will investigate the slow light phenomenon inside the 3D HCG-HCW. In
Figure 3. 7, we simulated the dispersion relation for a waveguide with a 1𝜇m x 6𝜇m core
size, grating period of 0.77𝜇m, duty cycle of ~ 0.49, thickness for top grating of 1.15𝜇m
and thickness for side grating of 0.8𝜇m. A smaller core size is chosen here to achieve a
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smaller group velocity due to the reason described in Chapter 3. 2. The figure is generated
using FDTD simulation in the following way: dipoles with random orientations are put into
the waveguide hollow core. Then one period of the waveguide is simulated with the Bloch
boundary condition along the direction of propagation. Randomly positioned dipoles excite
various modes inside the hollow core. After a sufficient decay time, only the modes
supported by the waveguide (intrinsic waveguide modes) build up a strong field (shown as
red in Figure 3. 7), and all other modes decay, leaving little intensity remaining (shown as
white in Figure 3. 7). In this way, we can easily find the intrinsic modes for the 3D HCGHCW. When the stable state is reached, only the intrinsic waveguide modes will build up.
These modes are shown as red in Figure 3. 7. Black dashed lines highlight the deep red
region and indicate the mode dispersion curves for different modes (1st to 3rd mode in the
case we studied). Again, the black solid curve is the dispersion relation from an ideal metal
waveguide with same core size shown for reference. This particular waveguide supports
up to three modes in the frequency range we are showing here. However, by narrowing the
frequency range, we can eliminate high order modes and maintain the fundamental mode
operation.

Figure 3. 7 The 𝜔-𝑘𝑧 diagram for a “cage” waveguide with core size 1 μm x 6 μm.
The background color indicates that the mode strength inside the waveguide
excited by dipoles. Only the mode supported by the waveguide will build up
intensity and is shown in red in the map. Black dashed lines highlight the deep
red region and indicate the mode dispersion curve. Again, the black solid curve is
the dispersion relation from a metal waveguide with same core size shown as
reference.
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Zooming into the tail of the 1st order mode dispersion curve, we see that the slope of
the dispersion curve becomes more and more flat, indicating a reduced group velocity for
the mode nearby. Tracing this mode and optimizing the grating thickness, we observe slow
light inside a HCG “cage” waveguide for the first time. To verify the slow light
performance inside this novel 3D HCG-HCW, we launch a time domain pulse into the
waveguide. Then we trace this pulse in both the time and space domains. The intensity at
the center line of the waveguide as function of time and position along propagation
direction is shown in Figure 3. 8 (a). The bright line records how the pulse moves to
different positions along the waveguide at different time slices. Thus, the slope of this
bright line is the inverse of group velocity. Compared to the light’s speed in the air (shown
as the red dashed light line), the group velocity for the slow light mode is reduced by 30
times inside the waveguide. We estimate ~6.5dB/cm loss by comparing the transmission
power between the start and the end of the waveguide. At the current status, the light still
suffers from loss and distortion while propagating along the waveguide. The pulse
broadens and the peak power drops after 100 μm of propagation, as shown in Figure 3. 8
(b). However, we believe that there should not be a fundamental limit to loss. With fine
tuning of the HCG parameters, one should be able to find a highly reflective design to
minimize the waveguide loss. This is currently under further investigation.

Figure 3. 8 Field intensity as a function of time and propagation distance. Red
lines serves as reference, indicating the position of light line. (b) Pulse in time
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domain monitored at 100𝜇m and 200𝜇m. Group velocity can be calculated basing
on the pulse propagation, 𝑣𝑔 ~ 1/30c.

3.5 Device fabrication and characterization
The waveguide is fabricated in US Army Research Lab by RF photonics group led by Dr.
Weimin Zhou [43]. The devices are fabricated on SOI wafer so that it has potential to be
monolithically integrated with CMOS circuit to form more functional system. Cage
waveguide is made in the Si layer and the Oxide underneath the device layer is then
removed to suspend the waveguide structure to provide fully index contrast between four
HCG reflector and the surrounding media.
Fabrication process stats with an etching mask (which is defined by e-beam
lithography) on the top surface of the SOI wafer. The mask pattern comprises a series of
parallel lines with separation equal to the HCG period, wherein a line width is equal to a
HCG barwidth, where the center portion of the line represents the waveguide area shown
in the figure below. Each line comprises of two wider portion, which are the postions of te
vertical HCG bar that will confine the light and serve as the cladding for the cage
waveguide. After the top feature definition, modified Bosch etching process is used to
create a deep vertical trench with a varying vertical profile. Three steps of modified Bosch
etching are as followings: first directional etching will open the trend vertically and define
the top HCG width. Secondly, a more isotropic etching will release the hollow core inside
each frame. Thirdly, another directional etching etch through the Si layer vertically and
define the bottom grating width. Oxide will be removed by HF at last step to fully release
the cage Si structure. Fabrication steps are summarized in the figure shown below:
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Figure 3. 9 Fabrication steps for cage waveguide. Reproduced from [43].
SEM images are taken and shown in the following figures. The serve as a clear
evidence of the successfully resolved features. Five waveguides are fabricated side by side
to form an array.

Figure 3. 10 The SEM images of the fabricated 3D cage waveguide. Five identical
waveguides are fabricated side by side to form a compact array [43].
Waveguide sample is then tested. Free-space microscope objective lens are used to
couple tunable laser (centered at ~1550nm) in and out of the waveguide. Beam splitter is
used to observe the output image with IR camera. The following figure shows the mode
pattern at the output facet of a 11mm long waveguide. We plot the waveguide per unit
length by taking the average value loss between the normalized intensity measured from
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the 5 identical waveguides side by side inside one array. Figure 3. 11 (b) shows that lowest
loss is occurring at 1550nm with loss slightly less than 2dB/cm.

Figure 3. 11 (a) Mode pattern taken at the output facet of an 11mm long
waveguide by a IR camera. (b) Loss measurement for the same waveguide in the
wavelength range 1535nm to 1575nm [43].
Preliminary test on group delay is also carried on. Pulse propagation inside air and
waveguide are compared to get group delay, and then group velocity will be extracted by
knowing the length of propagation distance. ~260ps delay is observed between pulse inside
two media, which indicates a group delay 𝑛𝑔 ~ 10. Input laser is set at 1552.8nm, at which
waveguide loss is minimum.
From SEM image shown in Figure 3. 10, we can see that etching profile for top and
bottom HCG are more close to a parabolic shape instead of rectangular bars in design. Also,
grating duty cycle (defined as grating barwidth divided by grating period) tends to be
smaller than the design value. We believe with optimized processing recipe, we can further
improve the performance (loss and group delay) and get results more close to theory
predication.
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Figure 3. 12 Pulse propagation inside air (blue) and slow light hollow HCG cage
waveguide (red). ~260ps delay is observed, which indicates group delay 𝑛𝑔 ~10 is
reached inside our device. (Lase wavelength is centered at 1552.8nm) [43].

3.6 Application in gas sensing
This novel HCG- HCW design is a strong candidate for use in compact, low-power, rapid
integrated gas sensor applications (Figure 3. 13). Absorption spectroscopy is a powerful
technique for measuring trace concentrations of gaseous species. The quantitative
absorption measurement is described by Beer's Law [32]:
𝐼 = 𝐼0 × exp(−𝛾𝛼𝐿)

(3.7)

where 𝐼0 is the initial laser intensity, 𝛼 is the absorption coefficient of the gas, L is the
optical interaction length, and 𝛾 is the absorption factor that is determined by the lightmatter interaction. L must be large enough to achieve a suitable sensitivity of measured 𝐼/𝐼0 .
In a slow light system, 𝛾 can be written as:
𝛾=𝑓×

𝑐 ⁄𝑛
𝑣𝑔

(3.8)

where c is the velocity of light, 𝑣𝑔 is the group velocity and 𝑓 is the fill factor, which
denotes the fraction of the optical filed overlapping with gas. In the previous sections, we
have already shown that an HCG-HCW provides a large gas/light overlapping (namely 𝑓
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~ 1) and a small 𝑣𝑔 (~30). These features may potentially enable a 30x reduction in the
required absorption length L and a more compact lab-on-chip system.
Another superior advantage of the HCG-HCW over other conventional HCWs is
rapid dynamic detection. Gaseous molecules can flow in and out of the waveguide from
the side without latency, instead of being pushed from one end of the waveguide to the
other. This dramatically reduces the response time in gas detection. With Fick’s first law,
the diffusion length (a measure of the distance 𝑙 that the concentration has propagated over
diffusion in time t) can be derived to be proportional to √𝐷𝑡, where D is the diffusion
coefficient. Thus t is proportional to 𝑙 2 /𝐷. In a traditional HCW gas sensing system (with
length L and core size d), the diffusion time t can be approximated by 𝐿2 /𝐷. However, in
HCG-HCW, the diffusion time is reduced to 𝑑 2 /𝐷. Thus it is 𝐿2 /𝑑 2 times faster for gas to
fully diffuse into HCG-HCW than the conventional HCW. Furthermore, this ratio can be
easily larger than 8 orders of magnitude with the typical 𝐿 on the order of millimeters and
𝑑 on the order of micrometers. Figure 3. 13 shows a schematic of using HCG-HCW as a
platform for gas sensing.

Figure 3. 13 Schematic of HCG-HCW as a gas sensor. Required length is reduced
by factor of group index. Detection speed (limited by diffusion time) is greatly
improved due to the novel structure.

3.7 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we presented a novel low-loss slow light HCW using HCG reflectors.
Reduced group velocity is produced by the phase dispersion from the HCG reflectors.
Since the dispersion is relatively independent of the HCG’s reflectivity within a large
design window, we are able to optimize the loss and slow down factor separately to obtain
a low loss and low group velocity at the same time. For a 2D HCG-HCW, slow light with
loss <0.1dB/cm, group velocity < c/80 and bandwidth > 120 GHz is obtained and
confirmed using FDTD simulation. A novel 3D “cage” HCG-HCW is also presented.
FDTD simulation demonstrates that in such waveguide, light is confined by reflective
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waveguide ‘walls’ instead of index difference. A 3D waveguide design with loss as low as
0.05dB/cm is obtained for a core size of about (10 μmx8 μm). Slow light phenomena is
found in a smaller core size design (1𝜇mx6𝜇m) with different grating dimensions. A
slowing down region with group velocity ~ c/30 is found and simulated using FDTD. Low
loss design is currently under further investigation. With all these desirable attributes,
HCG-HCWs show great promise for integration with many on-chip systems used in
applications such as compact and rapid integrated gas sensor
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Chapter 4 High Contrast Grating
Resonator and Its Application in
Optical Bio-sensing and Nonlinear
Optics
4.1 Introduction
Point of care devices (POC) [44-52] offer considerable advantages over conventional
biomarker detection technologies for disease biomarkers that are often slow, difficult to
automate, and require large quantities of reagents and require bulky and expensive
instrumentation that make then difficult to use in the field. POC diagnostic devices on the
other hand are rapid, require minimal quantities of detection reagents and can be produced
at low-cost. POC systems typically use colorimetry or fluorescence signals to readout the
amount or presence of a target biomarker associated with cancer, neurologic and
cardiovascular disease. Since diagnostic tests account for an appreciable percentage of the
national healthcare budget, the demand for POC devices will increase, and indeed
companies such as Theranos are already implementing decentralized strategies for lowcost analyses of biomarkers within patient samples [53].
Another trend in the design of next generation POC devices is to move away from
enzyme linked immune assays (ELISA) formats to label-free detection formats. This is a
necessary trend as antibody-enzyme conjugates are heterogeneous and have significant
batch-to-batch variation, the conjugates exhibit reduced affinities for their targets and the
requirement for multiple incubation and wash-steps increases the complexity of the device
and the time to complete an assay. Optical biosensor, using light as probe, have been
demonstrated to have sensitive detection and negligible influence on the target caused by
detection. High throughput label-free optical sensing techniques have been described for
POC devices including those based on surface plasmon resonance [48], photonic crystals
[50], integrated micro-cavity [51], and metal nanohole arrays [52]. These devices provide
sensitive detection however require expensive e-beam lithography while the need for exact
optical alignments and specialized personnel limits their potential in the field.
We have developed an alternate and novel label-free biosensor that employs a highcontrast grating (HCG) resonator (Figure 4. 1 (a), (b)).The high-contrast grating structure
generates strong and specific resonances that are sensitive to surface properties. Light is
surface-normally coupled to the device with high coupling efficiency and confined inside
a single grating layer, which serves as an optical cavity. When bio-molecules bind to the
HCG surface, the resonance wavelength red-shift due to the increase in the effective optical
length of the cavity (Figure 4. 1 (c)). These devices are produced at low cost and en masse
using standard DUV lithography (ASML 5500/300) and silicon reactive-ion etching (Lam
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Research). The surface normal input of the probing light beam simplifies the optical
alignment, and helps to maximize the accuracy of the measurement. Detection antibodies
are coupled covalently to HCG surface providing a platform for rapid and specific detection
of target antigens with a sensitivity that is relevant to clinical diagnosis.
In this chapter, HCG device is shown to be used to detect serum troponin I (cTnI),
a component of the troponin complex in cardiac muscle [54]. Following myocardial
infarction, damaged cardiac muscle cells release cTnI into the blood – the detection of cTnI
in serum is a reliable and validated clinical marker of cardiac muscle tissue injury and
stroke, which affect ~1 million people in the USA each year [55]. Because cTnI is present
at low levels in the blood, most approved assays for serum cTnI use ELISA platforms. In
this study we show how the HCG label-free detection platform can be used to detect cardiac
cTnI in PBS and in serum rapidly and over the clinically relevant concentration range of
100 pg/ml to 80𝜇g/ml.

4.2 HCG resonator design, fabrication and
characterization
A detailed analysis of the design algorithm employed for the HGG resonator is described
in Chapter 2 and also reference 10. For HCG devices used in this study, the period is 792nm,
the bandwidth is 427nm and the grating thickness is 500nm. The devices are patterned onto
a 6 inch silicon-on-insulator wafer using DUV lithography followed by silicon refractive
ion etching, which are both standard processes in semiconductor manufacturing. A test
array with thousands of single HCG resonators can be patterned during a single exposure,
enabling low-cost and high-throughput production of devices. An SEM image of gratings
within a single device is shown in Figure 4. 1 (b) and highlights the high quality nature of
the fabrication process. Two steps fabrication are shown in Figure 4. 2, and we emphasize
its simplicity and CMOS compatibility.
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Figure 4. 1 High Contrast Grating Resonator as a label-free biosensing platform.
(a) Schematic of a surface normal coupled high contrast grating (HCG) resonator.
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(b) SEM image of gratings within a single fabricated HCG resonator. (c)
Schematic of the principle of using HCG resonator as protein binding sensing
platform. Red dashed curve shows resonance wavelength will red-shift due to the
protein binding at HCG surface. (d) A single mode fiber probe is immersed in the
fluid above the HCG surface to avoid surface reflections. (e) A reflection
spectrum recorded for a device having the configuration schematized in (d). A
tunable laser centered at 1550nm is used as excitation source and is run in a
continuous sweeping mode. The reflection power is recorded in real time and is
synchronized to laser sweeping rate.

Figure 4. 2 Fabrication process for HCG resonator. Only two main steps are
needed to generate an on-chip high Q HCG resonator, including optical
lithography and Si RIE etching.
A single mode fiber is used to excite resonances inside the HCG sensor– in practice
the fiber is simply adjusted above the surface of the HCG and does not require any precise
optical alignment (Figure 4. 1 (d)). A tunable laser centered at 1550nm is used as the
excitation and is set in a continuous sweeping mode between 1560nm and 1565nm at a rate
of 40nm/sec. The power of the reflected light is recorded using a photodiode in real time
and is synchronized to the laser sweep rate. The reflection spectrum obtained under fiber
illumination of a HCG device is shown in Figure 4. 1 (e). The device has a quality factor
measured at ~3000 with a center wavelength of 1564nm when immersed in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS). Free space setup is shown in Figure 4. 3 (a), free space tunable laser,
photodiode, beam splitter and objective are used in the measurement. We try to use as few
as components to minimize the application cost. In Figure 4. 3 (b), we show a fiber-optic
measurement setup. Single mode fiber is used as probe. Laser is coupled in from a tunable
laser and coupled out to a fiber-based detector through a circulator. Fiber is used here to
probe device under sample solution to avoid multi reflection from multiple surfaces.
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Figure 4. 3 (a) Free space measurement setup. Free space laser, detector, beam
splitter and a 5x objective are used in the measurement. We try to use as few as
components to minimize the application cost. (b) Fiber based measurement setup.
Single mode fiber is used as probe. Laser is coupled in from a tunable laser and
coupled out to a fiber-based detector through a circulator. Fiber is used here to
probe device under sample solution to avoid the surface multiple reflection.
An important advantage of the HCG resonator over other on-chip resonance based
devices is the ability to establish a unique pattern of resonance modes. A simulated mode
pattern at resonance for an HCG resonator excited with a Gaussian beam of ~10𝜇𝑚 spot
size (output from a single mode fiber) is shown in Figure 4. 4 (a). The top view of the
resonance sliced in the center of resonator is shown in Figure 4. 4 (a). Efficient optical
coupling of the input light to the HCG device is facilitated by the large mode overlap
between the input Gaussian beam and resonance mode. The side view of the resonance
inside one grating period of HCG is shown in Figure 4. 4 (b), which reveals a large portion
of the resonance mode exists near the HCG surface. This feature results in a strong
interaction between the resonant light and surface attached biomolecules.
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Figure 4. 4 HCG resonator mode pattern. (a) Top view of the resonance inside the
HCG cavity excited by Gaussian beam with a 10𝜇𝑚 spot size. A large mode
overlap with the input beam contributes to a simple and efficient coupling of the
input light. (b) Side view of the resonance (showing one period) inside the HCG
cavity. The resonance is designed to have large mode exposure to surroundings,
which contributes to the high sensitivity of the device.

4.3 Sensitivity of the HCG device to changes in
refractive index
Quantitative measurements are used to evaluate the intrinsic sensitivity of the HCG device
to a change in refractive index. First the sensor is covered uniformly with a liquid of known
refractive index (RI), with solvents covering a RI range from 1.494 to 1.506. The results
of these measurements are shown in Figure 4. 5 (a), and reveal that increases in RI shift
the resonance wavelength to the red. The shift in wavelength as a function of the change in
RI is plotted in Figure 4. 5 (b). These plot reveals a linear relationship between ΔRI and
red-shift and show our HCG sensors have a RI sensitivity (RIS) of 418nm/RIU, which is
higher than those measured for other dielectric structures [50]. The high sensitivity of the
HCG is attributed to the special resonance mode pattern of the HCG resonator, which was
described in the previous section.
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Figure 4. 5 Refractive Index Sensing. (a) Reflection spectra when HCG resonator
is immersed in liquids with different refractive index ranging from 1.494 to 1.506.
(b) Resonance wavelength as function of the change in refractive index.

4.4 Quantitative analysis of antibody-antigen
interactions using HCG devices
To characterize the sensitivity of the HCG sensor in detecting target antigens, we tested a
complementary antibody-antigen pair of unlabeled IgG from rabbit serum (I5006, Sigma)
as the antigen, and anti-rabbit IgG produced in goat (R2004, Sigma) as the detection
antibody. A schematic of binding assay platform is shown in Figure 4. 6 (a) and (b). First
the antibody is immobilized covalently on the sensor surface using a maleimide-thiol
reaction. Specifically, maleimide groups are introduced to the antibody by treating the
antibody (1mg/ml) with 100 𝜇M maleimidobenzoic acid succnimide ester (MBS, Sigma)
in PBS for 2hrs at room temperature. The mixture is then passed over a PD-10 column in
PBS to remove unlabeled MBS and fractions containing the MBS-antibody conjugate are
pooled. The surface of the Si-sensor is thiol-silanized using a fresh 5% solution of (3Mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) in IPA for 1hr. After washing with PBS the
surface is treated with a 1mg/ml of the MBS-antibody. The reaction between the MBSantibody conjugate and surface thiol groups on the HCG results in a stable thioether bond.
After an incubation period of two hours, the surface is washed with PBS, and a blocking
buffer containing 3%BSA is applied to the surface to reduce the non-specific binding of
serum proteins. Before adding the target antigen, the spectral response of the sensor is
recorded and the resonance wavelength for this measurement assigned as the reference.
Next antigen solutions (200 𝜇𝑙 ) at different concentrations ranging from 0.1ng/ml to
1mg/ml are added separately onto the HCG surface and the spectra recorded after each
addition of antigen.
The first set of binding studies presented in Figure 4. 6 (c) and (d) focus on labelfree recording of the interaction between surface-bound goat anti-rabbit IgG and rabbit IgG.
A standard curve for the device is generated by recording the spectral shift for different
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concentrations of the purified antigen in PBS; three parallel titrations are performed for
each antigen concentration to improve the precision of the measurement. The standard
curve shows a monotonic relationship for antigen concentration with the shift of
wavelength. The interaction between the antibody and antigen is conducted over a 1000fold range of antigen concentration. The surface antibody is seen to saturate at around 3
𝜇 g/ml, with the lowest detectable concentration being 100pg/ml, which results in a
wavelength shift of 60pm (red trace of Figure 4. 6 (d)). A negative control experiment is
carried out using a non-complementary antigen, namely anti-rabbit IgG and mouse IgG,
which is shown in the blue line of Figure 4. 6 (d). This wavelength shift for the control
sample is minimal compared to the complementary rabbit IgG/anti-rabbit IgG pair. The
detection of the same antibody-antigen complex performs equally well for antigens diluted
in serum rather than PBS. Three concentrations of the rabbit IgG in serum at 2ng/ml,
10ng/ml and 80ng/ml are found to lie on the same standard curve recorded for rabbit IgG
in PBS (black triangles in Figure 4. 6 (d)). The calculated concentrations of the rabbit serum
IgG antigens derived from the spectral shift on the standard curve correspond very well
with the actual concentrations. The serum studies also show that non-specific binding of
serum proteins including rabbit IgG on the HCG surface is negligible.
The time dependence of rabbit IgG binding to the anti-rabbit IgG labeled surface is
recorded to demonstrate the ability of the device to quantify on-rates of antigen-binding
(and the of-rate for unbinding) In these kinetic studies, the response is measured
continuously following separate additions of the antigen at 4 different concentrations. As
shown in Figure 4. 6 (c), the response changes with time, with 95% of the equilibrium
value being reached at ~200 seconds after exposing the antibody surface to antigen solution
at the four indicated concentrations (Figure 4(c)). The change in signal is exponential with
a time constant of ~50 seconds, which being typical of antibody-antigen pairs, allows us to
read-out the device for an antigen within 5 minutes.
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Figure 4. 6 Antigen binding assays on the HCG device. (a),(b) Schematic of using
HCG resonator for a label-free protein binding assay. (c) Real time recording of
the interaction of surface bound goat anti-rabbit IgG for different concentrations
of antigen (rabbit IgG). The dashed lines are the corresponding fits to these curves.
(d) Red dots show the resonance wavelength shift corresponding to different
purified rabbit IgG concentrations added to a HCG resonator surface-coated with
anti-rabbit IgG. The red dashed line is the fit to measured data. Blue dots show
the result of non-specific test indicating that mouse IgG/anti-rabbit IgG having a
much lower shift in the resonance wavelength. The black triangles show the
response of the HCG sensor to the addition of rabbit IgG dissolved in goat serum.
The bars indicate the error range for the 3 measurements.

4.5 Quantitative analysis of Troponin I
cTnI is a component of the troponin complex that regulates cardiac muscle contraction.
cTnI is released from cardiac muscle into the blood after a stroke and is widely used as a
serum biomarker to diagnose heart disease or stroke [54]. In our study, purified human
cTnI [54] is detected in PBS and serum using a commercial anti-Troponin antibody specific
for an epitope mapping between amino acids 86-209 at the C-terminus of Troponin I-C of
human origin (sc-133117, SCBT). The antibody is covalently linked to the HCG surface
using the maleimide-thiol coupling strategy described earlier. The standard curve for cTnI
binding to anti-cTnI on the HCG surface is generated by measuring the change in the
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resonance wavelength for different dilutions of purified cTnI in PBS ranging from 0.1ng/ml
to 80𝜇g/ml (Figure 4. 7 (a)). Next purified cTnI is diluted in fetal bovine serum and
measured on the HCG device at 4 defined concentrations. The concentrations of cTnI in
the serum samples, which are calculated by relating the spectral shift measurement of the
serum sample to the standard curve, agree very well with actual concentrations of the
biomarker (black triangles in Figure 4. 7 (a)) and fall within the range of commercial assays
for serum cTnI.

Figure 4. 7 (a) Measurement results for troponin I molecule inside PBS (red dots)
and serum (black triangles). The bars indicate the error range over 3
measurements. (b) HCG sensor array combined with fiber array for high
throughput screening.

4.5 Discussion
Clinical diagnosis of diseased states requires robust, sensitive, accurate and specific
detection of the complexes between validated antibodies and their antigen targets. POC
devices usually employ the ELISA format to detect low abundant biomarkers in serum.
The ELISA technique however is slow, primarily because of multi-step processing of the
sample while the use of heterogeneous antibody-enzyme conjugates introduces batch-tobatch variability in performance. In this study a novel high contrast grating (HCG)
resonator is employed as part of a label-free platform to quantify interactions between
specific antibody-antigen pairs. The low cost, label-free device is simple to construct and
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allows for sensitive and robust, surface-based detection formats to quantify disease
biomarkers in serum. Our studies show that cTnI can be detected in a mock serum sample
with a sensitivity of 100pg/ml in less than 5 minutes – this level of detection falls well
within the range of serum cTnI levels associated with stroke with ~0.4ng/ml being widely
used as the cutoff [56]. The simple design of the HCG sensor, which is based on a standard
silicon manufacturing process enables compact integration and up to 10000 sensors can be
fabricated on a single 1cm2 chip with integrated microfluidic and electronic systems.
Furthermore, the surface-normal fiber detection format of the device reduces the need for
constant and precise optical alignment. A simple extension of the HCG platform described
in this study would be to combine a HCG sensor array with a fiber array, as shown in Figure
4. 7 (b). This new platform could facilitate high-speed screening of thousands of samples
at a drastically reduced cost compared to ELISA based systems. Finally, the HCG labelfree biosensor is shown to perform well in a mock clinical diagnosis of cTnI in blood.
Moreover, the HCG format generates one the fastest quantitative readouts of cTnI in serum
samples over a concentration range that is relevant for clinical diagnosis of cardiac
infarction.

4.6 HCG assisted SPP Flexible Biosensor
4.6.1 Introduction
The biological and chemical sensing on the ubiquitous surface is very important for many
applications, such as medical treatment, pharmaceuticals, environment sensing, security,
etc. As we discussed in Chapter 4.1, commercial microarrays mainly rely on detecting
labeled molecules. Labeling process complicates the sample preparation, detection process,
and also may change the molecule’s binding properties, which will then leads to
compromise of detection accuracy and reliability. Here, we propose a novel optical label
free sensor based on HCG coupled with surface plasmon polariton (SPP), which can
provide both sensitive detection and flexibility to meet the requirement in many wearable
devices and point of care situation.

4.6.2 Optical Sensor Design
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is a transverse magnetic surface electromagnetic
excitation that propagates along the interface between a metal and a dielectric medium.
Mode field is concentrated on the metal surface to result in a sensitive detection to the
change on or above the metal surface. High contrast grating (HCG) has been shown to
possess extraordinary property of broadband reflector and high Q resonance. Here we use
HCG to assist the excitation of surface plasmon polariton and then use the concentrated
optical field near the metal surface to perform chemical, gas and bio-sensing.
The schematic of our optical sensor is illustrated in the following Figure 4. 8. The design
consists 3 key parts: (1) high contrast grating, used to do phase matching between the input
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light and surface plasmon plartiton and assist the SPP mode to excite. (2) Thin film of
metal, on the surface of which SPP mode is excited and sensing is performed. (3) Flexible
carriers are used to support the sensor structure and build up a flexible platform.

Figure 4. 8 Schematic of HCG-assisted SPP sensor
The design principle of the optical sensor can be illustrated using Figure 4. 9 (a). In
the figure, reflection is plotted as a function of grating thickness and operation wavelength.
λ
The period of the grating is chosen when Λ = neff , where λ is the working wavelength, Λ
is the grating period and neff is the effective index of the SPP mode. Thickness of the
grating is chosen from the Figure 4. 9 (a) to optimize the resonance effect. FDTD
simulation in Figure 4. 10 (a) shows the mode pattern of SPP mode. Intensity is enhanced
by ~100 times at the metal surface to improve the surface sensitivity. In Figure 4. 10 (b),
reflection as function of wavelength and grating thickness. Two resonance lines indicate
SPP resonance with surface binding thickness 𝑡𝑏 = 0nm and 20nm. A large tolerance on the
grating thickness give us a very large design and fabrication tolerance space.

Figure 4. 9 (a) Reflection as function of working wavelength and grating
thickness. Period is chosen to be 600nm in this case and duty cycle is 50%.
Vertical dotted line represents the effective index of SPP mode. (b) Reflection
spectrum for a sensor design with period = 600nm, duty cycle 50% and grating
thickness = 149nm (horizontal dotted line (a)).
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Once the SPP mode is excited, small changes of on or above the surface will be
reflected in the wavelength shift of reflection spectrum. The detectable changes could be
changes of surrounding refractive index, thickness of material attached to the surface, etc.
Figure 4. 11 (a) and (b) shows how the sensor response to the thickness of material attached
to the surface.

Figure 4. 10 (a) FDTD simulation showing the mode pattern of SPP mode.
Intensity is enhanced at the metal surface to improve the surface sensitivity. (b)
Reflection as function of wavelength and grating thickness. Two resonance lines
indicate SPP resonance with surface binding thickness 𝑡𝑏 = 0nm and 20nm.

Figure 4. 11 (a) Reflection spectra with different layer thickness of material
attached to the surface. (b) Function of the resonance wavelength as function of
material layer thickness attached to the metal surface.

4.6.3 Fabrication Process
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The fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 4. 12. The process starts with a
semiconductor wafer with sacrificial layer under the device layer. The sacrificial layer can
be selectively etched to make the device layer suspending. One common structure with
such configuration is the silicon-on-insulator wafer. It has a silicon device layer on top of
a buried oxide layer, which serves as the sacrificial layer that can be selectively removed
with hydrofluoric acid. However, other material combinations with selective etching
capabilities can also be utilized, for instance, InP/AlGaInAs, GaAs/AlGaAs, etc.
Lithography will be performed to generate the grating pattern onto the wafer. Depends on
the critical feature size, which is directly related to the target optical resonance wavelength,
conventional photolithography can be used for features greater than 1µm, while high
resolution lithography techniques, such as DUV lithography or ebeam lithography, can be
utilized. Following the lithography step, an etching step (In the silicon case, RIE etching is
used) is performed to etch away the exposed area of the device layer. The HCGs are
therefore defined with transferring the pattern on the photoresist to the semiconductor
layer. In order to facilitate the transfer of the HCGs to other substrates, the HCG structure
needs to be released from the original rigid substrate. The sacrificial layer under the HCGs
is selectively etched, making the grating bars suspending. The HCG transfer process is then
performed. The HCGs are covered by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The suspending
HCG bars will attach to the surface of the PDMS. By peeling off the PDMS from the rigid
substrate, the HCGs are transferred to the flexible PDMS substrate, whose cross section is
shown in the figure with HCGs sitting on top of the flexible carrier. After the HCGs are
transferred to the flexible carrier, another thin polymer layer is coated on top of the HCGs.
The thickness of this thin PDMS layer is from 10s nm to 100s nm. It can be achieved by
the spin coating process with the PDMS diluted in hexane. The thickness can be controlled
by varying the dilution ratio and the spin coating speed and time. In the last step, the surface
plasmon polariton waveguide is fabricated with metal evaporation, as shown in the second
last step in the figure.

Figure 4. 12 Fabrication process for HCG-assisted SPP sensor.
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4.6.4 Preliminary measurement results
We use the following configuration show in Figure 4. 13 to measure the response of flexible
sensor. Broadband source is used to excite SPP. Then whole reflection spectrum is recorded.
Shift of resonance wavelength is used for quantitative detection. Change on or above the
surface will shift the resonance wavelength and bring the intensity change.

Figure 4. 13 Measurement setup schematic: broadband source (500nm to 800nm)
is used to excite the SPP resonance. Spectrometer is used to collect the reflection
spectrum. Resonance wavelength shift will give us information on the sensor
surface changing.
Different concentration of glucose solution is added to the sensor surface.
Measurement results are recorded and shown in the Figure 4. 14. There is a fixed relation
between the glucose concentration and refractive index. By perform the calculation,
refractive index sensitivity is then extracted: Resonance wavelength shifts 16nm when
there is around 0.15 change in the refractive index, indicating sensitivity ~ 110nm/RIU.
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Figure 4. 14 (a) Reflection spectrum at different concentration of glucose
concentration. (b) Resonance wavelength shift as function of different glucose
concentration. Resonance wavelength shifts 15nm when there is index difference
~0.15.

4.6.5 Future application in catheter bacteria detection
Hospital-acquired infection (HAI) is an infection developed by a hospital environment.
Over 1.7 million HAIs are estimated in the United States every year, resulting 99,000 death
[57]. The catheter-related infection, which is caused by the presence of the bacteria in the
catheters, can lead to very severe consequences. The catheter-related bloodstream infection
is one of the most frequent, lethal and costly complications of the venous catheterization.
Attributed to the increase in invasive medical devices and procedures,
immunocompromised patients and an overall increase in elderly patients, the death rate of
catheter-related infection has been increase in the recent decades. Therefore, inexpensive
detection of intact bacteria flowing through the catheter is critical for reducing the
infection, resulting less complications for the current procedures and overcoming the
obstacles for exploring the advanced treatments.
The proposed optical sensor can be used to achieve low cost catheter bacteria detection.
Because such a structure is fabricated on a flexible substrate, it can be wrapped to form a
tube. With standard tubing connectors, such tubing section will be connected in series with
the ordinary plastic tubing. The resonance wavelength is sensitive to the antibody-antigen
reaction on the metal surface, leading to the sensitive detection of the bacteria in the tubing,
shown in Figure 4. 15.
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Figure 4. 15 (a) Cross section (b) Three dimensional view of the biosensor tubing
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4.7 Four Wave Mixing inside HCG Resonator
4.7.1 Introduction
Nonlinear optical frequency conversion is important for many applications, including
photonic switching, correlated photon pair generation, and narrow linewidth sources [5861]. Recently, Four Wave Mixing (FWM) in silicon platform has received intense
investigation due to the potential of integrating with electric/photonic circuits, scalable
manufacturability, and a reasonably large third-order susceptibility in silicon [62]. FWM
in silicon devices has been studied in slab waveguides, resonator structures, photonic
crystal slow light waveguides etc [63-68]. These structures are mostly based on silicon
waveguides, utilizing strong index contrast between core and cladding to achieve high
transverse confinement. Enhanced optical intensity inside silicon due to mode confinement
will then result in increased FWM efficiency. However, in such structures, laser input is
usually coupled into in-plane waveguide structures from an off-chip source. The optical
coupling loss between an optical fiber and the in-plane waveguide structures compromises
the net conversion efficiency and total power consumption. Efficient coupling requires
both optimized coupling structures (i.e. grating couplers or tapered waveguides) and
accurate alignment, thus greatly increasing the system complexity [69, 70]. In addition, for
practical applications, it is critical to develop devices with high efficiency at low pumping
levels.
In this chapter, we present a novel Si-based on-chip high contrast grating (HCG) resonator
and demonstrate resonance enhanced degenerate four-wave mixing. Theoretically and
experimentally, the HCG resonator has been demonstrated to have high optical quality
factor [10, 25]. Furthermore, laser light can be directly coupled to the HCG resonator from
a free space or fiber output with very high efficiency (~87% experimentally). A lower
bound Q of 7330 was chosen in the experiment to allow a cavity linewidth ~210pm, within
which the four-wave mixing process is enhanced by the resonance. The surface-normal
input angle is designed to allow for easy alignment and setup robustness. High FWM
conversion efficiency (-19.5dB) in this resonator has been demonstrated under low
pumping power (~900μW).

4.7.2 High contrast gratings resonator design and
fabrication
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Figure 4. 16 (a) Schematic of HCG resonator. In this particular design, resonance
is coupled by a surface normal plan wave input with TE polarization. Grating
thickness tg, period Λ and duty cycle are important parameters to determine the
resonance wavelength and quality factor. (b) Top view of SEM image of gratings
within a single fabricated HCG resonator. (c) Measured reflection spectrum for
the HCG resonator. Linewidth shows 210pm, indicating Q ~7330. An absolute
reflectivity (normalized by gold mirror) of 87% was achieved at the peak
indicating a very high coupling efficiency.
Devices are fabricated on an SOI wafer with a 500nm Si device layer and 3μm buried
oxide layer. A simple two-step fabrication process including optical lithography and silicon
etching was used. We chose grating period (780nm) and barwidth (410nm), which can be
easily fabricated with ASML300 deep UV stepper. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was
performed for Si etching (Lam Research). In the scanning electron micrographs of the
fabricated devices shown in Figure 4. 16 the HCG structure is evident and good fabrication
accuracy is observed.
Measurement is performed to exam the optical quality factor (Q) of the fabricated
devices. The single device we fabricated has a lateral size ~800μm x 800μm and input spot
size is adjusted to be 20μm diameter. In this scenario, the HCG is practically infinite
compared to the spot size we used in the measurement. A tunable laser centered at 1550nm
is used as the excitation and is set in a continuous sweeping mode between 1538nm and
1540nm at a rate of 40nm/sec. Laser light is adjusted to TE polarization (parallel to the
grating bars). The power of the reflected light is recorded using a photodiode in real time
and is synchronized to the laser sweep rate. Reflection spectrum is normalized to a near
100% gold mirror and then plot in Figure 4. 16 (c). As high as 87% peak reflection was
obtained, indicating an excellent surface-normal coupling efficiency. Theoretical
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predication shows that 100% reflection is expected at resonance wavelength [10].
Experiment results will be further increased if structure optimization is performed under
Gaussian beam excitation. A linewidth ~210pm indicates that the Q for this device is ~7330,
an excellent value for high FWM conversion efficiency with a reasonable detuning range.
One most important advantage of HCG resonator over the other on-chip resonators is the
high coupling efficiency with single mode fiber output or free-space Gaussian mode. From
the discussion in the previous chapter (Chapter 2 & Chapter 4.2), we know that excellent
match of mode intensity profile with the input Gaussian beam contributes to the easy and
efficient coupling from the input.

4.7.3 Enhanced four-wave mixing experiment
We demonstrated that an HCG can be a high Q resonator with easy and efficient coupling
from an off-chip laser source. Now we show its application in degenerate four wave mixing
(FWM). We consider the net conversion efficiency   Pidler / Psignal by taking the ratio of
idler output power and signal output power. This ratio can eliminate the difference caused
by fluctuation from the experiment setup (i.e. coupling and laser fluctuation). Thus, the
conversion efficiency under certain pumping power will serve as an important figure of
merit to determine performance of FWM devices. Theoretically, the conversion efficiency
for resonance enhanced FWM can be modeled using the following equation [71, 72]:
 |  Pp L' |2 FE p 4 FEs 2 FEc2 .

(4.1)

where 𝛾 is the third order nonlinear parameter, 𝑃𝑝 is the pumping power, 𝐿′ is the effective
optical length and 𝐹𝐸𝑝 , 𝐹𝐸𝑠 , 𝐹𝐸𝑐 are the field enhancement factors of pump, signal and
idler respectively. This simple equation contains physics for both FWM and the resonator.
To take the most advantage of cavity enhancement for FWM in the HCG resonator, the
pumping laser is typically aligned to the center of resonance frequency. In the experiment,
we place both pumping and signal inside the same cavity linewidth. Thus, 𝐹𝐸𝑝2 , 𝐹𝐸𝑠2 and
𝐹𝐸𝑐2 have the same Lorezian lineshapes with HCG cavity under first order estimation.
When the pumping laser is fixed at the resonance wavelength, conversion efficiency 𝜂
lineshape will be described by square of cavity lineshapes. Thus, the detuning linewidth
will be roughly depending on 1/Q.
Figure 4. 17 shows the schematic of the experimental setup used to achieve the degenerate
FWM in the HCG resonator. Two continuous-wave tunable lasers serve as the pump and
signal source, respectively. A 50:50 optical fiber coupler combines the pump and signal
prior to coupling them into HCG resonator. A 5x objective lens is used to adjust the laser
spot size to achieve optimized coupling. The reflected beam and the generated signal are
collected by the same objective and directed to an optical spectrum analyzer through a free
space beam splitter. High coupling efficiency with simple alignment is enabled by the
unique resonance mode of inside HCG as we discussed in Chapter 4.7.2.
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Figure 4. 17 Schematic of the FWM measurement setup.
Figure 4. 18 shows the observed FWM results in the HCG resonator. In this example, the
pump wavelength is set at 1538.9nm, located at the center wavelength of the resonance to
maximize the cavity enhancement. The signal laser is set at 70pm detuning. The idler
shows up as a side band with frequency idler  2 pump signal . The net conversion efficiency
in this particular configuration is approximately -19.5dB at a low pumping power of
~900μW.

Figure 4. 18 (a) Reflection beam spectrum taken from the OSA; -19.5dB
conversion efficiency is achieved in this configuration. (b) Conversion efficiency
as function of signal power. The slope of the Log-Log plot is nearly 2, indicating
the idler signal is generated from FWM.
Conversion efficiency as function of pumping power is plotted in Figure 4. 18 (b). The
slope of the linear fitted line (nearly 2) in the log-log plot indicates that the pulse at
frequency 2 pump  signal is caused by FWM inside HCG resonator.
Next, we studied the FWM detuning characteristics inside the same device. In the
measurement, the pumping laser and signal laser detuning were both placed within the
resonance linewidth, with carefully controlled TE polarization. Two example series of idler
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measurements are presented in Figure 4. 19, with different pump and signal detuning
wavelengths, respectively. In Figure 4. 19 (a), the pump wavelength is set at center
wavelength of the resonance (1538.9nm) with the signal detuning from -200pm to -70pm.
In Figure 4. 19 (b) signal wavelength is fixed with the pump detuning from -240pm to 70pm. In both series, the parametric idler is clearly observed as a side band to the cavity
resonance, located at frequency 2 pump  signal .

Figure 4. 19 Wavelength detuning: (a) Signal detuning with pump fixed at
resonance wavelength (1538.9nm). (b) Pump detuning with fixed signal laser.
The phase matching condition for FWM in HCG resonator can be expressed in terms
of the requirement fitting the idler frequency inside the resonance:
 | idler  res |

 FWHM
.
2

(4.2)

where Δ𝑣𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 is the resonance linewidth. Figure 4. 20 shows conversion efficiency as a
function of signal detuning wavelength (with pumping laser fixed at resonance frequency).
The measurement results are plotted as red dots and a numerical fitting based on Eq. (4.1)
is shown as a black dashed curve. Under first order estimation, the FWM detuning
bandwidth roughly matches the HCG resonance linewidth. In our numerical fitting, 𝐹𝐸 2 is
assumed to have a shape of Lorentzian function with peak ~7330. 𝐿′ is ~0.5μm.
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Figure 4. 20 Conversion efficiency as a function of signal detuning. Red dots are
measurement results. Black dashed line is from numerical simulation using Eq.
(4.1).

4.7.4 Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first time that high Q resonance and four wave mixing are
observed in a Si based HCG resonator. Compared with other on-chip Si resonators,
aseptically those photonic crystal cavity with far-field optimization [22], HCG resonators
gain benefits from direct and more efficient coupling from either free-space optics or fiber
output. It reduces design complexity, area on chip and total power consumption. Highest
Q we measured so far is ~7330, lower than the highest number reported in photonic crystal
cavity or ring resonator [73]. However, this number is mainly limited by the imperfection
of etching (side wall roughness and 6o side wall angle). We are expecting 2 orders of
improvement with optimized process.
On one hand, the peak conversion efficiency is strongly depending on resonance
enhancement, which is proportional to cavity quality factor (Q). On the other hand,
lineshape of conversion efficiency 𝜂 function is described by square of cavity linesape
function, which is depending on 1/Q. Thus, there is an obvious trade-off between detuning
linewidth and peak efficiency. This trade-off may limit the practical use of resonanceenhanced FWM as wavelength conversion devices. One solution to overcome this problem
is to employ a resonator array together with wavelength splitting device. Each resonator
inside the array will be optimized for high efficiency at single wavelength. Resonance
wavelength inside the array will be designed to vary with grating period and duty cycle,
which can be easily defined in the lithography step. By taking advantage of free-space
operation, we can put the wavelength splitting device (i.e. diffraction gratings) in front of
HCG resonators array. Different wavelength will be diffracted to the ‘right’ device inside
the array. This will not increase the system cost because of the small HCG resonator
footprint and coupling mechanism.
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4.7.5 Summary
We observed resonance enhanced four-wave mixing in a surface-normal coupled silicon
based high contrast grating (HCG) resonator, with an experimentally measured Q ~ 7000.
We achieve a peak conversion efficiency of -19.5dB at a pumping power of ~900𝜇W.
Coupling efficiency is ~ 87% with an easily aligned and robust configuration. The device
demonstrated here could have a small footprint and the potential to be built into a large
array to increase the operation wavelength range.
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Chapter 5 High Contrast Grating
Based Spatial Light Modulator for
Optical Remote Sensing
5.1 High Contrast Grating Optical Phased Array
5.1.1 Introduction
Optical phased arrays have enabled free-space beam steering for a wide range of
applications, such as imaging, display, chemical-bio sensing, precision targeting,
surveillance, etc. In this remoting sensing applications, light has to be fast scanned through
target. A high-speed, chip-scale optical phased array is of particular desire. It fits in the
advanced applications such as fast imaging and ranging (LIDAR) etc, where high operation
speed, low power consumption, high integration density, and small footprint are desirable.
The central element of the phased array is the individual phase tuner. The phase tuner can
either actively emit light with different phase, or passively transmit or reflect incoming
light while modifying its transmission phase or reflection phase. Several phase tuning
mechanisms have been demonstrated for optical phased arrays, such as using electromechanical [74, 75], electro-optic [76], and thermo-optic [77, 78] effect. The liquid crystal
represents the most mature technology; however its response time is very slow, typically
in the order of hundreds of Hz to tens of kHz [79, 80]. Thermo-optic is slow in response as
well. Electro-mechanical (i.e. MEMS) based phase tuner can be fast, but the MEMS
structure is usually sophisticated in design and fabrication. High speed phase tuning has
been reported in dielectric waveguide array using electro-optics effect; however the
waveguide is arranged in one dimension, and thus only one dimensional beam steering can
be realized.
In this sub-chapter (Chapter 5.1), we demonstrate a high speed novel 8x8 optical
phased array based on high contrast grating all-pass filters with low voltage
microelectromechanical actuation. Each array element is an all-pass filter (APF) at 1550
nm with a high contrast grating (HCG) [10] as a reflective top reflector and a distributed
Bragg reflector (DBR) as the bottom reflector. The incident light comes at surface normal
to the APF; the phase of the reflective light can be tuned efficiently with a small actuation
distance of the HCG. A phase shift as large as 1.7 π is experimentally demonstrated within
50 nm displacement of the HCG and 10 V actuation voltage, in a speed as high as 0.5 MHz.
Beam steering is demonstrated by creating a near-field reflection phase pattern with
different applied voltages on individual pixels.
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5.1.2 HCG MEMS piston phase tuner
From the discussion in previous chapters (Chapter 2 & 3), we know that HCG is a very
good reflector. Also, due to its light weight, it be efficiently electrostatically actuated. An
intuitive way to construct a phase tuner is to use HCG as a piston mirror. In this scenario,
a laser beam comes at surface normal incident angle onto the HCG and then gets reflected
back. By actuating the HCG reflector up and down, the reflection light will experience
physical delay due to the change of optical path, and thus the phase is tuned accordingly.
This is shown in the schematics below.

Figure 5. 1 Schematic of using HCG as a piston mirror for phase tuner. The HCG
is connected to the substrate with a spring. HCG can be electrostatically actuated
by capacitor structure. When the HCG has been displaced by a distance Δd, the
reflection light experiences a phase delay of Δ𝜑 = 2𝑘0 Δ𝑑.
The piston mirror provides a straight forward phase tuning mechanism. The
drawback is that in order to achieve a 2𝜋 phase shift (needed in a phase array), a very large
actuation distance is required. This distance is directly related to input wavelength, and
is 𝜆/2. Large actuation distance usually means a larger voltage, and complex fabrication.
On the other hand, in order to have a rapid actuation speed, the spring constant 𝑘 needs to
be large to have a larger mechanical to allow a larger mechanical resonance frequency.
However, this means the actuation voltage is further increased. By using the HCG as
actuated mirror, we can greatly reduce this required actuation voltage due to the light
weight of sub-micrometer thick semiconductor grating. We will use several formulas in the
following to show:
For a capacitor-based MEMS actuator, spring structure is used to connect the movable
mirror to the fixed anchor. We have formulation:
𝐹 = 𝑘(𝑑 − 𝑑0 )

(5.1)

where 𝑑0 is the initial distance between two plates of the capacitor. In our case, two plates
are HCG reflector and the substrate. When voltage is applied between the two plates, HCG
will be moved to a new place 𝑑. The electrostatic force associated is as followings:
𝐹𝑒 =

𝜕𝑊𝑒
𝜕𝑑

𝜖 𝐴

= − 2𝑑0 2 𝑉 2

(5.2)
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When stable states reach, 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑒 . Then balance equation is as followings:
𝜖 𝐴

(𝑑 − 𝑑0 )𝑑 2 = − 0 2 𝑉 2
2𝑑

(5.3)
𝜆

From previous analysis, we know that for a 2𝜋 phase shift, displacement Δ𝑑 = 2, and the
required voltage is as following:
𝜆𝑘

𝑉2𝜋 = √𝜀

0

𝜆

(𝑑0 − 2)
𝐴

(5.4)

For a smaller 𝑉2𝜋 , we need a smaller 𝑑0 . However, the minimum gap size to avoid MEMS
3𝜆
pull in in a capacitor based actuator is2/3𝑑0 . This means that minimum 𝑑0 is 2 . Thus, we
can reform Eq. (5.4):
𝜆𝑘

𝑉2𝜋 = √𝜀

0𝐴

𝜆

(5.5)

On the other hand, the mechanical resonance frequency 𝑓𝑟 is function of mirror mass and
spring constant, which is shown in the following:
1

𝑘

𝑓𝑟 = 2𝜋 √𝑚

(5.6)

Eq. (5.5) and (5.6) show that there is a linear relation between the 𝑉2𝜋 and 𝑓𝑟 . We can write
in the form shown in the below:
𝜆𝑚

𝑉2𝜋 = 2𝜋√𝜀

0𝐴

𝜆𝑓𝑟

(5.7)

Eq. (5.7) shows that for a higher speed phase tuning, a larger actuation voltage is required.
Also, the 𝑉2𝜋 is positively proportional to the mirror mass m, and here we can clearly see
the advantage of a single HCG grating over other traditional mirrors (DBR or metal mirror).
Figure 5. 1 shows the relation between 𝑉2𝜋 and 𝑓𝑟 for a Si based HCG reflector. HCG used
in the simulation is 20𝜇m x 20𝜇m, with a duty cycle of 0.5 and thickness ~ 200nm. It is
clearly seen in the calculation, the required voltage is more than 40V for resonance
frequency larger than 0.5MHz. Such a large voltage is not compatible to most integrated
circuits. Thus, more efficient tuning mechanism is needed to reduce the tuning voltage.
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Figure 5. 2 Linear relationship between 𝑉2𝜋 and 𝑓𝑟 for a Si based HCG reflector.

5.1.3 All pass filter approach
To reduce the actuation voltage, we use resonator structure to amplify the phase tuning. By
replacing the substrate shown in Figure 5. 1 with a highly reflective mirror, an FP etalon
can be constructed. Figure 5. 3 shows the typical reflection spectrum, and the reflection
phase spectrum of a typical FP cavity. The dip in the spectrum indicates the resonance.
Across the resonance, 2𝜋 phase shift is achieved. In Figure 5. 3 (b), we fix the incident
light wavelength and plot the amplitude reflection and phase spectrum as function of cavity
length. Similarly, as the cavity length goes across the cavity resonance, 2𝜋 phase shift is
achieved. In the calculation, the reflectivity of the top HCG and bottom DBR is 0.99 and
0.995 respectively. The cavity length is set to be 775 nm, and the central wavelength is set
to be 1550 nm. Note that in the calculation for Figure 4.4 (a), the phase dispersion of the
mirror is not considered. The reflection phase of both mirrors is set to be 𝜋.

Figure 5. 3 (a) Reflection spectrum and reflection phase spectrum of a FP cavity.
(b) Reflectivity and reflection phase versus the cavity length, at a fixed incident
wavelength of 1550nm.
As shown in Figure 5. 3 (b), a small cavity length change (i.e. top mirror
displacement) leads to a very large reflection phase change. This sets up a foundation for
efficient phase tuning. As the cavity length is tuned, different reflection phase is obtained,
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however, the reflectivity is also different. In particular, the reflectivity at the cavity
resonance point is low. This translates to the non-uniform reflectivity among the different
pixels in the phased array, since each pixel might be assigned to provide different phase.
This non-uniform reflectivity effectively scatters the light into the background, and
lowers the contrast in the far field beam steered pattern. Thus a uniform reflectivity is
desired for different reflection phase value.
Actually this is a typical problem in etalon reflection spectrum. A simple way to
solve the problem will be adjust the top and bottom mirror reflectivity ( 𝑅1 and 𝑅2
respectively). Dip in the reflection spectrum indicates loss in the system. Assuming an ideal
all pass filter, there should be a uniform response in amplitude reflection spectrum. Less
reflective bottom mirror bring loss to the whole filter and thus contribute to the reflection
dip. In the following figure, we show that when we fix the top mirror reflection and how
the bottom mirror reflection will influence on the reflection dip and phase transition.
Reflection dip become shallower with increase of bottom mirror reflection. This is also
consistent with the fact system loss decreases with increase of bottom mirror reflection.

Figure 5. 4 𝑅1 is the reflection from top mirror and 𝑅2 is the reflection from
bottom mirror. (a) Reflection dip become shallower with increase of bottom
mirror reflection. (b) Phase spectra with various bottom mirror reflection.
In the following figure, we fix bottom mirror reflection to a relatively high value
(0.997 in this case), and vary the value of top mirror reflection. We can see from the figure
that as 𝑅1 decreases, the reflection dip at the resonance becomes shallower, and at the
meanwhile, the phase transition becomes less sensitive to the cavity length change. This
also could be understood from the energy point of view: in our simulation, bottom mirror
reflection is set to be 0.997. And this non-ideality contributes to the system energy loss.
Less reflective top mirror means smaller resonance quality factor and less light cycling
inside cavity, and thus less loss. In this sense, the dip will become shallower. Practically,
this will be a good operation regime for all-pass filter. Although phase change sensitivity
is sacrificed, the tuning sensitivity is still an order better than piston mirror and also more
flat reflection spectrum is obtained.
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Figure 5. 5 Bottom mirror reflection is fixed at 0.997. Top mirror reflection is
varied from 0.85 to 0.99. (a) Amplitude reflection spectra with various 𝑅1 value.
(b) Phase reflection spectra with various 𝑅1 value.

5.1.4 HCG based all pass filter
From previous chapters, we know that HCG can be a good reflector. By replacing the
uniform membrane with HCG, one gains the flexibility in controlling the mirror reflectivity
and thus the cavity quality factor. By actuating the HCG to tune the length of the etalon
across its Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance, the reflection phase of the surface normal incident
light experiences a continuous phase change approaching 2π, while the reflection beam
power can maintain nearly the same with the incident light. The resonance effect greatly
enhances the phase tuning efficiency, i.e. a small HCG displacement for a large phase shift.
High speed and low voltage can be achieved at the same time.
The high-contrast grating (HCG) is a single layer of subwavelength grating composed
of a high-refractive-index material (e.g. Si or III-V semiconductors) surrounded by lowindex materials (e.g. air or SiO2). The HCG can be designed as a very broadband high
reflection mirror (R>0.99, Δλ/λ>30%). It has been implemented as a reflector in verticalcavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) [13] and hollow-core waveguide [22]. HCG has
also been used as a piston mirror for optical phased array [4], where the phase of the
reflection beam on the HCG can be tuned linearly with the displacement of the HCG. While
this approach is simple and straightforward, a long HCG actuation distance is required for
a 2π phase shift, trading off actuation voltage for high speed operation. To overcome this
problem, here we construct an all-pass filter using a top HCG and bottom DBR, with
carefully designed reflectivity. Optical all-pass filters have been studied before [81, 82, 83],
and MEMS tunable all-pass filter has been reported for applications as modulators and
dispersion compensators [84], with a silicon nitride membrane as the front reflector. By
replacing the uniform membrane with HCG, one gains the flexibility in controlling the
mirror reflectivity and thus the cavity quality factor. By actuating the HCG to tune the
length of the etalon across its Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance, the reflection phase of the
surface normal incident light experiences a continuous phase change approaching 2π, while
the reflection beam power can maintain nearly the same with the incident light. The
resonance effect greatly enhances the phase tuning efficiency, i.e. a small HCG
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displacement for a large phase shift. High speed and low voltage can be achieved at the
same time.
Figure 5. 6 shows the schematic of the APF. The device is fabricated on a GaAs
epitaxial wafer. The HCG is defined by electron beam lithography, and followed by a
reactive ion etch on a p-doped Al0.6Ga0.4As epitaxial layer, which is on top of an intrinsic
sacrificial layer and 22 pairs of GaAs/Al0.9Ga0.1As n-doped DBR. The sacrificial layer is
subsequently etched to form a FP cavity with the suspended HCG as top mirror and DBR
as bottom mirror. To form the all-pass filter, the reflectivity of the DBR is designed to
be >0.9975 and the HCG ~ 0.9. The HCG period, bar width and thickness is designed to
be 1150 nm, 700 nm and 450 nm respectively. The incident light polarization is TE, i.e.
electrical field along the HCG bars. The static cavity length is 700 nm; with the reflection
phase response of the designed HCG, this corresponds to the cavity resonance
wavelength of ~ 1550 nm. Each HCG mirror is 20 µm by 20 µm in size, and 8x8
individual pixels form the whole optical phased array, with the pitch ~33.5 µm. The
pixels are isolated from each other by deep trenches, and they are individually electrically
addressable through the metal fanned-out lines. Figure 5. 7 shows the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated device.

Figure 5. 6 Schematic of an individual pixel of the optical phased array. The
Al0.6Ga0.4As HCG and 22 pairs of GaAs/Al0.9Ga0.1As DBR serve as the top
and bottom reflector of the Fabry-Perot etalon. The incident light is surface
normal to the etalon, and polarized in parallel to the grating bar. Λ, HCG
period; s, grating bar width; tg, HCG thickness; d, air gap between HCG and
DBR. We design Λ=1150 nm, s=700 nm, tg=450 nm, and d=700 nm.
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Figure 5. 7 SEM image of an 8x8 optical phased array. Each pixel is an HCGAPF, which can be individually electrically addressed by the fanned-out metal
contacts. The pitch of the HCG mirror is ~33.5 μm. (b) Zoom-in view of the
HCG mirror in a single pixel. The HCG mirror size (without the MEMS) is 20
μm by 20 μm.

The HCG can be actuated by applying a reverse electrical bias between the HCG
and DBR. This changes the cavity length and thus the reflection phase of the incident light.
Figure 5. 8 (a) shows the reflection spectrum of a single HCG APF of the array, for different
reversed bias. As the reversed bias increases, the cavity length decreases, resulting in a
blue-shift of the resonance wavelength. The measured reflection spectrum is fitted with the
standard FP etalon reflection formulation, and the top mirror and bottom mirror’s
reflectivity is extracted. The reflectivity of the bottom DBR is extracted to be
0.9965±0.0012, and the reflectivity of the top HCG increases from 0.955 to 0.976 as the
wavelength decreases. The HCG reflectivity is higher than the designed value due to an
inadvertent inaccuracy in electron beam lithography and etching process.
The reflection phase of an individual etalon versus applied voltages is then
characterized by a Michelson interferometer. The result is shown in Figure 5. 8 (b). A
total phase change of ~1.7 π is achieved within 10 V actuation voltage range at a
wavelength of 1550 nm. The actual displacement of the HCG can be extracted from
Figure 5. 8 (a) and the cavity design. For this 1.7 π phase change, the HCG displacement
is 50 nm. This demonstrates the high phase tuning efficiency of the APF. The reflectivity
of the DBR and HCG can be extracted from this phase measurement by a curve fitting.
They are extracted to be 0.9977 and 0.935 respectively, in a reasonable good match with
the value extracted from the reflection spectrum measurement.
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Figure 5. 8 (a) Reflection spectrum of an HCG-APF with different actuation
voltages. As the reversed bias increases, the cavity length decreases, resulting
in a blue-shift of the resonance wavelength. (b) Reflection phase shift versus
applied voltage on a single HCG-APF of the phased array. ~1.7 π phase shift
is achieved within 10V actuation voltage range at a wavelength of 1550 nm;
this corresponds to a displacement of ~50 nm of the HCG. The measured
results are curve fitted to extract the reflectivity of the DBR and HCG.
The MEMS HCG is designed to have a high mechanical resonance frequency to
facilitate a fast phase tuning. Two different methods are used to characterize the
mechanical resonance frequency. The first one is the laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). A
white-noise electrical signal is used to actuate the HCG. A laser is incident onto the HCG,
and the Doppler shift of the reflection beam is recorded with respect to time, followed by
a Fourier transform to reveal the information in the frequency domain, shown in Figure 5.
9 (a). The mechanical resonance frequency fr is 0.53 MHz. Alternatively, a step voltage is
applied to actuate the HCG mirror, and time resolved phase measurement can be used to
extract the mechanical resonance frequency. This time resolved phase trace is shown in
Figure 5. 9 (b). The applied voltage changes from 6 V to 7 V at t=13.7 μs and back to 6 V
at t=33.8 μs. A damped second harmonic oscillator model is used to analyze the ringing
trace. The damped mechanical resonance frequency is extracted to be 0.52 MHz, in good
agreement with the LDV measurement.
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Figure 5. 9 (a) Laser Doppler velocimetry measurement to characterize the
mechanical resonance frequency of the HCG MEMS mirror. (b) Time
resolved phase measurement of the HCG APF with a step voltage actuation
signal. The blue dots are recorded in the experiment, and red traces are the
simulated fitting curve from the second harmonic oscillator model.
In Figure 5. 9 (b), ringing in the phase response is seen. This is not ideal in the
practical system. To reduce the ringing, one can break the single voltage step into two
steps, i.e. using input shaping technique [85, 86, 87]. Instead of changing directly from 6
V to 7 V in the above example, we first change the voltage from 6 V to 6.5 V, hold it for
1 μs, and then change from 6.5 V to 7 V. The same applies for the case when the voltage
changes from 7 V to 6 V. The 1 μs corresponding to about half of the ringing period, and
thus the individual ringing from these two separate steps would have destructive
interference, leading to an overall reduced ringing. The comparison between the single
step and two step voltage control is shown in Figure 5. 10. The phase settles down much
quicker when the two-step voltage control is used.
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Figure 5. 10 Comparison of the ringing between a single step and
two step voltage control. In the two step voltage control case, the
time interval between the two different steps is 1 μs, corresponding
to half of the ringing period. The individual ringing from these two
separate steps would have destructive interference, leading to an
overall reduced ringing.

5.1.5 HCG based all pass filter array for beam steering
Beam steering in far-field is achieved by creating the desired near-field phase front of the
reflection beam on the whole 8x8 phased array. By controlling the applied voltage on
each individual pixel of the HCG-APF array, the near-field phase pattern can be
generated. The beam steering experiment setup is similar to that described in [87]. The
maximum steering angle is achieved when the phase is alternative between the pixels.
This is also defined as half the total field of view (TFOV). Since the pitch of the pixel of
the 8x8 array is 33.5 μm, the TFOV is 2.65o, for the operation wavelength of 1550 nm.
To increase this, a two-lens system is used to magnify the beam steering angle. This
angular magnification ratio is set to be 3.45 in the current experiment, and thus the TFOV
is 9.14o. Optical measurement setup is shown in Figure 5. 11, where a 4-f system is used
to expand the beam steering angle. Device is mounted in a chip holder and attaches to the
PCB circuit board to address each filter element shown in Figure 5. 12.
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Figure 5. 11 Experimental setup to characterize the reflection phase of the HCG
APF phased array, as well as the beam steering performance. WP, wave plate; pol.
BS, polarization beam splitter; Obj., objective; pol., polarizer; TFOV, total field
of view.

Figure 5. 12 Image of an assembly of the optical phased array system. The chip is
bonded on the chip carrier (a), which is hosted by a printed circuit board (b).
Figure 5. 13 (a) and (c) shows various near-field phase patterns on the phased
array, and the corresponding measured far field pattern. Both symmetric (column 2~5)
and asymmetric (column 6~7) beam steering are performed. The TFOV is shown as the
box in dashed line in Figure 5. 13 (c). The strong zeroth order beam is due to the
relatively low filling factor of the phased array (~36%). Quite a large portion of light gets
directly reflected from the background without phase shift, contributing strongly to the
zeroth order beam. The ratio between the total power of the steered beams and that of the
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zeroth order beam is measured to be ~0.5 in the best case. With the consideration of the
filling factor, Fourier optics is applied to calculate the far-field patterns, shown in Figure
5. 13 (b). The measured value of the full width beam divergence at the half power point
(FWHM) is ~1o. This FWHM is determined by the total size of the array, calculated to be
0.33o, and magnified to be 1.14o by the lens. The experiment is in reasonable good
agreement with the calculation results.

Figure 5. 13 Beam steering experiment. (a) Near-field phase pattern created
by the HCG-APF optical phased array. (b) The corresponding far-field pattern
calculated by Fourier optics. (c) Experimentally measured far-field pattern, in
reasonable good agreement with the calculation. The strong zeroth order beam
is due to the relatively low filling factor of the phased array (~36%). The light
that does not hit on the HCG-APF gets directly reflected without phase shift,
contributing strongly to the zeroth order beam. The field of view of the image
windows is 13o x 13o. The box in dashed line in (c) indicates the TFOV of the
phased array (9.14o x 9.14o).

5.1.6 Discussion
In the previous sections, we present the HCG all-pass filter, and its application in optical
phased array for beam steering. While we demonstrate its high-speed and low-voltage
operation, there is much room to improve the overall performance of the all-pass filter
array. Here we discuss the strategies.
First of all, while the all-pass filter serves as a phase shifter for the incident beam, it also
changes the power of the reflection beam, as seen in Figure 5. 8 (a). This is not desirable.
To improve this, one can increase the reflectivity of the bottom DBR, by increasing the
number of pairs; and meanwhile slightly decrease the reflectivity of the top HCG. Both
approaches reduce the reflection loss at the resonance.
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Secondly, due to the large number of pixel size, there can appear some non-uniformity
among the array pixels -- more specifically, the non-uniformity in the phase tuning curve
shown in Figure 5. 8 (b). In the beam steering experiment, the deviation of the phase
from its desired value in each pixel effectively scatters the light into the background and
thus reduces the beam steering efficiently. To overcome this problem, one can actively
monitor the phase and apply a feedback loop for the phase control on each individual
pixel.
Thirdly, both the TFOV and the divergence angle of the reflective beam from the phased
array are important figure of merits. Their ratio determines the total number of resolvable
spots across the TFOV in one dimension. This number is 8 in the device discussed above.
The TFOV can be increased by reducing the pixel size; and the beam divergence angle
can be decreased by scaling up the pixel numbers. Together, this will boost up the
number of resolvable spots in TFOV.
Fourthly, the zeroth order beam appears to be quite strong in Figure 5. 13. To suppress it,
one can increase the filling factor of the phased array. To demonstrate this, we design a
high-filling factor array by grouping four pixels together without isolation trenches in
between. Furthermore, two dimensional HCG [88, 89] is designed and fabricated. The
symmetric HCG can overcome the polarization sensitivity of the one-dimensional HCG.
The two-dimensional HCG grid can also be actuated more uniformly. Figure 5. 14 (a)
shows the SEM image of the two-dimensional HCG mirror for the HCG-AFP array. The
HCG mirror size is 20 μm by 20 μm, and the filling factor is ~47%. Beam steering is
experimentally demonstrated with the two-dimensional HCG-AFP, shown in Figure 5. 14
(b). Compared to device used for Figure 5. 13, more power is being beam steered in this
case. The ratio between the total power of the steered beams and that of the zeroth order
beam is ~1.2. The increase power in the steered beam is also attributed to the improved
pixel uniformity of the array.
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Figure 5. 14 (a) SEM image of the two-dimensional HCG mirror for
HCG-AFP array. (b) Beam steering experiment of the optical phased
array using two-dimensional HCG as the top mirrors of the APF. Top
panel, near-field phase pattern created by the HCG-APF optical phased
array. Middle panel, the corresponding far-field pattern calculated by
Fourier optics. Bottom panel, experimentally measured far-field pattern,
in good agreement with the calculation.

5.1.7 Summary and future work
In summary, a novel 8x8 optical phased array using HCG-APF is experimentally
demonstrated for beam steering. The key advantage of using HCG APF is its high
efficient phase tuning, i.e. small HCG MEMS mirror displacement (~50 nm) for large
phase change (~1.7 π), and small voltage actuation (10 V) for fast beam steering (>0.5
MHz). The property of the HCG APF is also temperature independence, since the main
cavity is made up of air. Both one-dimensional HCG and two-dimensional HCG are
demonstrated as the top mirror for the APF. Beam steering is achieved by creating the
desired near-field phase pattern on the HCG-APF array. Beam steering performance can
be optimized by increasing the reflectivity of the bottom DBR, scaling up the pixel
number while reducing the individual pixel size, as well as increasing the filling factor.
We believe that by integrating a microlens array in front of the phased array, the effective
filling factor can increase to 100%, leading to a greatly improved beam steering
efficiency. This work pave the road of realizing an on-chip fast beam steering device and
may be potentially be used in many remote sensing applications, such as LIDAR or fast
optical imaging.
To further optimize the beam steering performance, a micro-lens array can be
placed in front of the phased array, which can focus the input beam onto the HCG mirror
of each pixel. This effectively increases the filling factor to 100%, and will ultimately
suppress the zeroth order beam. However, this may not be easy to be achieved using
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traditional micro-lens array since they have limited filling factor. We propose to use HCG
lens to overcome this problem.
High Contrast Grating (HCG) is an array of high index material fully surrounded
by low index medium. We demonstrated broadband reflector and high-Q resonator using
periodic HCGs. Also, chirped HCG can be designed for lens purpose [1], utilizing the fact
that HCG resonance is strongly localized. Schematic of a 1D HCG lens is shown in Figure
5. 15 (a). Due to the period and duty cycle change along x axis, plane wave will have
different reflection phase at different x. By constructing reflection phase front, we can
design different HCG planar lens for focusing or diverging purposes. To test the HCG lens
concept experimentally, three different reflection lenses are fabricated and examined in
experiment: 2D lens with NA~0.025, 1D cylinder lens with NA~0.1 and 2D negative lens.
The device is fabricated on SOI wafer with photo-lithography and one-step etching. Figure
5. 15 (b) shows the SEM picture of a 2D circular HCG lens.

Figure 5. 15 (a) Schematic of a HCG lens. (b) SEM images for a 2D HCG lens.
Devices are fabricated on SOI wafer, and the grating is sitting on oxide.
To test the HCG lens concept experimentally, three different reflection lenses are
fabricated and examined in experiment: 2D lens with NA~0.025, 1D cylinder lens with
NA~0.1 and 2D negative lens. The device is fabricated on SOI wafer with photolithography and one-step etching. 2D lens experimental results are summarized in Figure
5. 16 and Figure 5. 17. In Figure 5. 16 (a), simulation results show the intensity of the
reflected filed as a function of x and z, which x is the direction of grating period and z is
the light propagation direction. HCG lens are located at z = 0 and a Gaussian source is put
right above the lens. Images of reflected beam spots at different positions are recorded and
shown in Figure 5. 16 (b). Beam profile can be reconstructed from the spot image and then
compared with simulation results, which are shown in Figure 5. 16 (c). Good agreement
strongly indicates the validity of our theory and design algorithm [1]. Using these
parameters, we can then plot the beam spot size vs. propagation distance in Figure 5. 17.
Focal length can be easily seen from figure 4 (~ 2mm), close to the design value. Different
colour represents different wavelength.
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Figure 5. 16 (a) Simulated intensity of reflected beam as a function of different
position for 2D lens. Positions for HCG lens and Gaussian source are indicated
in the figure. (b) Laser beam spot image at different position along the
propagation. (c) Beam profile along the cross section. Red dots show the
experimental measurement and blue curves show the simulation results.

Figure 5. 17 Spot Size vs, propagation distance for 2D lens. Different colour
represents different wavelength.
Similar characterization is done for 1D cylinder lens, which are shown in and Figure
5. 18. In this case, laser spot is focused only in x direction and remain unchanged in the
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other direction. The reflection of the lens is also measured for a certain spectra (1530nm ~
1565nm). 90% in reflection is a little bit lower than the expected 97%, probably due to the
dimension variation in fabrication, shown in Figure 5. 19 (b).

Figure 5. 18 Simulated intensity of reflected beam as a function of different
position for 1D cylinder lens. Positions for HCG lens and Gaussian source are
indicated in the figure. (b) Laser beam spot image at different position along
the propagation. (c) Beam profile along the cross section. Red dots show the
experimental measurement and blue curves show the simulation results.
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Figure 5. 19 (a) Spot Size vs. propagation distance for 1D cylinder lens. Different
colour represents different wavelength. Black curves on the top gives the spot size
in y direction. (b) Reflection spectra for gold mirror (red) and HCG reflective lens
(black). Reflection for gold mirror is calibrated to be 98.5%.
From the previous discussion, we can find that HCG lens can provide planar geometry,
large NA and high transmission/reflection efficiency. These features make it a promising
solution to construct lens array with nearly 100% filling factor to improve the beam
steering efficiency for our HCG all pass filter array. Our proposal is conceptually shown
in the below. FDTD simulation shows the HCG lens array performance. Left figure in
Figure 5. 20 (b) shows intensity pattern at focal plane. Right figure in Figure 5. 20 (b)
shows that after going through a single cell inside lens array. Majority of the energy will
be focused into a 10𝜇m x 10𝜇m region in the focal plane, indicating a large focusing
efficiency. By combining the HCG lens array and optical phased array, we are expecting a
high-speed, large-scale, high performance beam former and beam steering.
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Figure 5. 20 (a) Combining optical phased array with HCG lens array to improve
filling factor to nearly 100%. Schematic of lens array is shown in the right top
corner. (b) FDTD simulation shows the HCG lens array performance. Left figure
shows intensity pattern at focal plane. Right figure shows that after going through
a single cell inside lens array. Majority of the energy will be focused into a 10𝜇m
x 10𝜇m region.
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5.2 Spatial light modulator using graphene
integration with high contrast grating resonator
5.2.1 Introduction
Spatial light modulators are widely used in many applications related to remote sensing,
including beam scanning, beam shaping. In previous sections (Chapter 5.1), we showed
our work of using HCG phased array for fast beam steering. The HCG is actuated by
MEMS structure and demonstrate operation speed close to MHz. However, higher speed
is difficult to achieve with traditional MEMS structure due to the increasing requirement
of actuation voltage (see discussion between mechanical resonance frequency and
operation voltage in Chapter 5.1). To achieve GHz tuning speed or beyond, electrical
tuning is often desired. In this sub-chapter, we will show electrically controllable spatial
light modulator with graphene integrated with HCG resonator, which has potential to
operate at GHz operation speed.
Graphene exhibits uniform absorption [90, 91] over a broadband spectra from
visible to mid-infrared. Particularly, the absorption can be dramatically modulated by
electrostatic doping. By changing the Fermi level of graphene, we can ‘turn on’ or ‘turn
off’ particular optical transition at corresponding wavelength. This process is shown in the
figure below: Figure 5. 21 (a) shows a schematic of changing fermi level of graphene by
applying voltage to graphene through a capacitor structure. Figure 5. 21 (b) shows that
changing of fermi level will ‘turning on’ or ‘turning off’ optical transition at corresponding
wavelength. Experimentally, fermi level can be shifted by hundreds of meV, covering from
visible to infrared.

Figure 5. 21 (a) Schematic of changing fermi level of graphene by applying
voltage to graphene through a capacitor structure. (b) Changing of fermi level will
‘turning on’ or ‘turning off’ optical transition at corresponding wavelength.
Secondly, high carrier mobility in graphene enables electro-optical modulator with high
operation speed and low-power consumption. Several graphene-based EO modulators have
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been realized by integrating graphene with waveguides [90], cavities [92] or meta-surface.
For cavity-enhanced modulation, graphene strongly interacts with the cavity resonant filed,
resulting in a strong modulation of the cavity reflection. However, these devices are based
on photonic crystal defect cavity. Low coupling efficiency may increase the total power
penalty. Also, such configuration is difficult for high filling factor integration. And these
drawbacks limit its application as spatial light modulation. Thirdly, due to the nature of
two dimensional material, graphene has smaller density of states and also smaller active
volume, making it much easier to be tuned electorally.
In this sub-chapter (Chapter 5.2) we demonstrate a new modulator architecture
based on a high-mobility graphene capacitor integrated with a planar high contrast grating
resonator. The HCG resonator greatly amplifies the absorption of light into graphene. In
addition, HCG resonator has advantage over its counterparts: high quality factor and high
coupling efficiency. Both electrolyte and dual-layer graphene structure have been realized
and tested. Modulation occurs when the graphene Fermi levels are shifted to half of the
incident photon energy (ℏ𝜔/2), Pauli blocking suppresses the optical absorption. We
achieved a maximum modulation depth of 10dB within a voltage swing of only 5V using
electrolyte. To demonstrate the operation speed, we utilize dual-layer graphene capacitor
structure to reduce the RC time constant. The speed is greatly enhanced and the measured
3dB cutoff frequency up to GHz and beyond. A schematic of our proposed structure is
shown in Figure 5. 22.

Figure 5. 22 Schematic of HCG graphene spatial light modulator. Light is directly
coupled from surface normal direction. In this case, ion-gel is covered on top of
device to uniformly gate the graphene.
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5.2.2 Graphene integrated with HCG resonator
An important advantage of the HCG resonator over other on-chip resonance based devices
is the ability to establish a unique pattern of resonance modes (See discussion in Chapter
4). Figure 5. 23 (a) shows the FDTD simulation of top view of resonance mode pattern
with a 10𝜇𝑚 Gaussian beam as excitation source coming from surface normal. White bars
indicate the grating area. Large mode overlap between resonance mode pattern and input
source contributes to easy and efficient coupling. Direct coupling efficiency can be above
87% experimentally without the assist of grating coupler or taped waveguide which are
critical element for the other on-chip resonator. In Figure 5. 23 (b), Side view of the
resonance inside one period is shown. White dashed line indicate the outlines of grating.
Grating mode is specially designed to allow more mode exposure to the surface in order to
achieve better graphene light interaction. Right side shows the cross section profile along
the center of grating bar. A large intensity enhancement is introduced at graphene location.

Figure 5. 23 (a) FDTD simulation of top view of resonance mode pattern with a
10𝜇𝑚 Gaussian beam as excitation source coming from surface normal. White
bars indicate the grating area. Large mode overlap between resonance mode
pattern and input source contributes to easy and efficient coupling. (b) Side view
of the resonance inside one period is shown. White dashed line indicate the
outlines of grating. Grating mode is specially designed to allow more mode
exposure to the surface in order to achieve better graphene light interaction. Right
side shows the cross section profile along the center of grating bar.

5.2.3 Graphene Effect
A large-area graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition was transferred on top of the
grating resonator using the standard growth and transfer processes. CVD grown graphene
is usually on top of Cu foil. A layer of PMMA is spin-coated onto the graphene to act as a
support. An etchant (Usually we use 1M solution of ferric chloride (FeCl3) in water) is then
used to remove the metal catalyst, after which the PMMA/graphene stack is transferred to
another substrate. Solvents (Acetone in our case) are then used to remove the PMMA.
Floating graphene is then finished out with HCG sample, and complete the transfer. The
following schematic shows the process flow of graphene transfer.
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Figure 5. 24 Process flow of Graphene transfer.
To demonstrate the electrostatic gating of graphene we use a top electrolyte gating
with ion-gel. The device schematic is shown in Figure 5. 22. In Figure 5. 25 (a), we show
SEM images of HCG cavity with and without graphene. Top image is the HCG cavity
before graphene transfer. Bottom image shows the cavity after graphene transfer. Pinholes
inside the graphene layer serve as an evidence that graphene is indeed on top of the cavity.
Surperingly, the pinholes didn’t affect the performance of the graphene as an effective
absorber. We characterize the photonic crystal cavities in cross-polarized reflectivity
measurement setup with tunable laser. Collected light is analyzed by spectrometer
equipped with an InGaAs array detector. A quality factor of 1000 is observed for the
fabricated device. This is the Q value for the unloaded cavity. After graphene transfer, the
Q-factor reduces to 300-500, due to the absorption form graphene. Remarkably, the
graphene layer renders the cavity nearly opaque, the cavity attenuation, defined as [𝑅𝑔
10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑅 )], increased by 12dB at the resonance of the unloaded cavity. Reflection
0

spectrum before and after graphene transfer is shown in Figure 5. 25 (b).
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Figure 5. 25 (a) SEM images of HCG cavity with and without graphene. Top
image is the HCG cavity before graphene transfer. Bottom image shows the cavity
after graphene transfer. Pinholes inside the graphene layer serve as an evidence
that graphene is indeed on top of the cavity. Surperingly, the pinholes didn’t affect
the performance of the graphene as an effective absorber. (b) Reflection spectrum
before (red curve) and after (green curve) graphene transfer. 12dB difference is
achieved at 1572nm. Green curve is multiplied by 5 times and plotted with the red
curve.

5.2.4 Static response
For the study of static response, we gate the graphene by means of the ion-gel that we spincoat on the device. Figure 5. 26 shows the effect of the electric field on the graphene-HCG
device. We measure the cavity reflection spectrum while varying the gate voltage at a step
of 20 mV. Figure 5. 26 (a) shows the cavity reflectivity spectra for different voltages. A
narrowing in the cavity line width as well as an increase in the cavity reflectivity is clearly
observed with increasing gating of the graphene. We fit all of the spectra with a Lorentzian
line-shape to extract the cavity resonance wavelength and linewidths. Figure 5. 26 (b) and
(c) show the cavity linewidth and center wavelength as function of the applied voltage.
Figure 5. 26 (d) shows reflection at 1590nm in log scale as function of applied voltage.
12dB modulation depth is achieved within 2V, making our device among the most efficient
electrically tunable spatial light modulator.
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Figure 5. 26 (a) cavity reflection spectrum with various gate voltage from -2V to
0V. (b) Resonance wavelength as function of applied voltage. (c) Cavity linewidth
as function of applied voltage. (d) Reflection at 1590nm in log scale as function
of applied voltage.

5.2.5 High speed modulation
In the previous section, we have used ion-gel to electrostatically dope graphene to
demonstrate the capability to modulate the HCG resonance by gating graphene. However,
due to the low mobility of the ionic charger inside ion-gel, modulation speed for ion-gel
based device is very difficult to be above MHz. To show the high speed operation of such
modulator, we employ the dual-layer graphene structure, in which two layers of graphene
are separated by Al2O3 grown by ALD. Both electron and holes are injected into graphene
layers to form a p-oxide-n like junction. The device will benefit from the linear band
dispersion of graphene, which gives a symmetrical DOS near the Dirac point. Because the
interband transition coefficient in graphene is only determined by the fermi level, both
graphene layers can become transparent simultaneously at high drive voltage and the
device is thus at ‘on’ state. Schematic of such structure is shown below.
Now we do an estimation of the modulation speed and energy basing on the data
we have. In a HCG graphene modulator we can achieve: A = 25μm2 (assuming that the
lithographically defined graphene covers 5μm x 5μm), alumina thickness d = 5 nm,
dielectric constant of alumina is 10, and the carrier density in graphene required to do such
modulation is 1017/m2, then the capacitance of the device becomes CT ~ 400fF. Such a low
capacitance is the key for low energy and high speed operations. For high-frequency
operations, the parasitic capacitance of the metal wire on the alumina on silicon will limit
the performance. To circumvent that, one needs to dope the silicon selectively and reduce
the overlap between graphene and doped silicon only to the cavity region. With a device
capacitance of 400fF, the energy of the modulator is around 200 fJ. The speed of the device
will be limited by the RC constant of the device. The resistance of the device will come
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mostly from the graphene resistance, assuming the silicon is highly doped, and is of very
low resistance. Again, one needs to bring the electrodes closer to the cavity to reduce the
resistance. In our device, the graphene resistance is around 500 Ω (including the contact
resistance), leading to a device speed of ∼1GHz. However, the dc conductivity of graphene
in strongly doped region, as used in the modulator condition, can be quite high. People
have shown a sheet resistivity of 30 Ω/sq. Assuming the length and width of the graphene
electrode are ∼1μm, we find that the resistance of the device can be as low as 30 Ω, and
the speed of the modulator can be over 10GHz.

Figure 5. 27 Side view and top view of dual layer graphene HCG spatial light
modulator.

5.2.6 Conclusion
In summary, we propose a novel spatial light modulator structure with graphene integrated
with HCG resonator. A 12 dB modulation depth is achieved within 2V operation voltage.
Using a cavity we significantly enhance the light-graphene interaction and thus increase
the graphene absorption. Theoretical analysis shows that such a graphene-cavity based
modulator can be used for very low power (~200fJ) electro-optic spatial modulation
maintaining a speed of GHz. We believe that such device will benefit many applications in
fast beam scanning and bean shaping for remote sensing.
In addition, as we discussed in the previous section. Resonance wavelength of HCG
resonator can be lithography defined (without changing the cavity thickness, namely the
grating thickness). Utilizing this, one can build up modulator array covering a broadband
of working wavelength. In the figure below, we show the measurement results for a
resonator array (fabricated on top one single SOI, with same device thickness, however
different period and duty cycle) with a broadband working wavelength (in our case, from
1460nm to 1660nm, for 200nm operation range). Such configuration will potentially
overcome the narrow band operation associated with resonators.
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Figure 5. 28 (a) HCG resonator array fabricated on top one single SOI, with same
device thickness, however different period and duty cycle. (b) Large working
wavelength range, from 1460nm to 1660nm, covering 200nm.
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Chapter 6 Summary and Outlook
In this dissertation, the properties of HCG are discussed, especially two extraordinary ones:
broadband reflection and high Q optical resonance. Various optical sensing devices based
on these two properties are designed, fabricated and characterized.
Physics behind HCG broadband reflection and high Q resonance are explored.
Analytical solution is given based on array waveguide modes analysis: HCG is modeled
into input plane, exit plane and a set of array waveguide modes in between. Waveguide
array modes are used as the mode basis to expand the electromagnetic field inside the HCG,
which represents the key difference of this analysis from the other approaches. Reflection
matrix for the waveguide array modes is then developed for the two boundaries. The
waveguide array modes interfere at the input and exit plane, giving rise to the various
properties. The solution of HCG is very similar to that of a FP cavity, however it is in a
matrix format, and uses the array waveguide modes as basis.
HCG slow light hollow waveguide explores the high reflectivity and reflection
phase dispersion. A slow light hollow waveguide with HCG as the four side wall reflector
is designed, fabricated and characterized. Low-loss propagation and slowing down effect
are observed in the measurement. Application for compact gas sensor is proposed and
analyzed. Three unique features of HCG slow light hollow waveguide gas senor are worth
emphasizing here: first, hollow core for light propagation enhances the light gas interaction,
thus increases the sensitivity. Second, slow light effectively increases the time of light
travelling inside the waveguide and dramatically reduces the required length for absorptive
gas sensor. Third, unique grating structure allows fast gas flowing rate and reduces the
detection speed by orders of magnitude.
A label-free optical biosensor is described that employs an HCG resonator with a
spectral linewidth of ~500pm that is sensitive to ligand-induced changes in surface
properties. The device is used to generate thermodynamic and kinetic data on surfaceattached antibodies with their respective antigens. The device can detect serum cardiac
troponin I, a biomarker of cardiac disease to 100pg/ml within 4-minutes, which is much
faster than and as sensitive as current enzyme-linked immuno-assays for cTnI. Approach
to construct flexible biosensor using HCG assisted SPP is also discussed. Whole structure
is transferred onto a PDMS substrate, paving the road towards wearable healthcare device
in point of care.
High speed optical phased array and tunable detector both uses the HCG as an
electrostatically actuated top mirror of a FP cavity. Due to its light weight and ultra-small
thickness, the MEMS can have a very high operation speed. All-pass filter is used to
construct the phase tuner, which shows a very high phase tuning efficiency. Fast optical
beam steering (0.53 MHz) is demonstrated with an 8x8 optical phased array. This fast beam
steering or beam forming is particularly promising for remote sensing and fast biological
imaging. High filling factor, high NA and high efficiency HCG lens array is proposed and
simulated to improve the filling factor of HCG all pass filter array. To achieve low-power
high speed (GHz) spatial light modulator, structure with graphene integrated with HCG
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resonator is explored. 12dB modulation depth is achieved with 2V operation voltage.
Theoretical analysis predict 200fJ power consumption and ~10GHz operation speed.
So far, only one dimensional grating is analyzed. Using the same principle, it is
possible to develop the analysis for two dimensional gratings. With another degree of
freedom, there will be for sure new properties and opportunity for applications, such as
polarization independent beam forming, etc will be enabled.
Theoretical analysis shows that many important HCG features (i.e. broandband
high reflectivity and high Q resonance) still remain when the index contrast falls to only
1.5:1 ~ 2:1 [10]. These findings will enable many device innovation on material systems,
such as silicon oxide or silicon nitride, where grating contrast is between nitride/oxide and
air. This may expand the device working range covering from UV all the way to THz.
Since its invention in 2004, HCG has been actively studied both in theory and
experiments. More and more novel devices have been developed with HCG as the enabling
components. It is expected that HCG offers a new path for device innovation and form a
platform of integrated optoelectronics for optical sensing and many other functionality.
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